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SYNOPSIS

Hippocampus is a structure in the temporal lobe of the brain playing a major

role in learning, memory, spatial  navigation etc.  It is a part of the limbic system

along  with  other  structures  like  dentate  gyrus,  subiculum,  entorhinal  cortex  and

amygdala.The  network  interactions  involving  various  neuron  types  of  the

hippocampus generates its functions. Derangements in these interactions lead to a

spectrum of  disorders like alzheimers,  stress, schizophrenia,  epilepsy etc. In this

work,  epileptic  activity  is  studied  as  a  condition  caused  due  to  imbalances  in

excitatory and inhibitory interactions between the neurons in the hippocampus. 

The  aim  of  this  study  is  to  understand  how  a  network  of  neurons  in

hippocampal CA3 subfield becomes hyperexcitable leading to epileptic activity due

to  -  impaired  dendritic  inhibition  (structural  change)  and  high  extracellular

potassium  (change  in  chemical  environment),  using  computational  modelling.

Experimentally, loss of dendritic inhibition has been observed in pilocarpine treated

rats as evident from histological studies. This is also reported to lead to dendritic

sprouting in pyramidal cells and increased reception of excitatory external input by

pyramidal  cells.  The network hyperexcitability is  known to increase extracellular

potassium  levels.  The  experimental  models  become  important  since  abnormal

patterns of neuronal  activity observed are comparable to those observed in human

epilepsy patients. The objectives of this study were:

(1) To characterize a normal CA3 neuron network

(2) To understand what changes in the network lead to epileptic activity generation

due to impaired dendritic  inhibition caused by dysfunction of OLM interneurons

(changes in network connectivity, characteristic of hippocampal sclerosis) 
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(3) To understand how in addition to (2) above,  elevated extracellular  potassium

levels (changes in chemical environment) lead to epileptic activity in the network.

(4) To understand how drugs like gabapentin bring about elimination of epileptic

activity in this network, enhancing the conductance of hyperpolarization-activated

cyclic-neucleotide-gated (HCN) channel, g(Ih).

  In  this  study,  a  computer  model  of  CA3  network  consisting  800

pyramidal  cells,  200 basket  cells  and 200 OLM interneurons was used from the

Model Database of the software NEURON (www.neuron.yale.edu). The simulations

were  performed  using  a  Linux-based  2.66  GHz quad-core  laptop  computer.  The

pyramidal  cells  excited  OLM  and  basket  cells  while  the  latter  two  inhibited

pyramidal cells. Pyramidal and basket cells were recurrently connected. The basket

cells connected to OLM cells. External excitatory and inhibitory inputs along with

inputs  from  medial  septum  to  the  interneurons  were  simulated.  The  excitatory

connections were through AMPA and NMDA synapses and inhibitory connections

through GABA-A synapses. The baseline activity of the network - theta modulated

gamma  oscillations,  was  characterized  first.  To  simulate  impaired  dendritic

inhibition,  the weight of connectivity between O-LM interneurons and pyramidal

cells  was  reduced  from  baseline  100%  to  0%.  Correspondingly  ,  the  effect  of

increased external excitatory inputs received by pyramidal cells was simulated by

changing  the  weights  of  these  inputs  at  the  distal  dendritic  compartments  of

pyramidal  cells.  Finally,  overall  network  changes  occuring  at  the  connections

between all the neuron types was simulated. 

 In the next part of the study, along with decreased connectivity from OLM to

pyramidal  cells  (from  baseline  100%  to  70%,  since  epileptic  activity  could  be
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simulated  at  this  level)  and  other  simultaneous  network  changes,  extracellular

potassium  levels  were  increased  from  the  baseline  5  mM  to  7.1  mM.  As  an

associated change, the reversal potential of inhibitory synapses, EGABA was changed

from -80 to -75 mV. 

 In the final part of the study the effect of increased conductance of HCN

channels  (g(Ih))  on  the  epileptic  network  was  tested  ,  similar  to  the  effect  of

antiepileptic drugs like gabapentin. For this, g(Ih) was incorporated in the basket

cells  also  (based  on  literature)  since  the  original  model  had  this  activated  in

pyramidal and OLM cells alone. First, the g(Ih) was increased systematically in steps

in individual cell types separately and then in the all cells simultaneously in a normal

network. This was done to understand the contribution of this conductance to the

activity of that particular cell type. Thereafter, g(Ih) was increased in similar steps in

all  neurons  simultaneously  in  the  epileptic  network.  It  was  also  tested  whether

enhanced g(Ih)  is  effective  in  control  of  epileptic  activity  at  increased  levels  of

impaired dendritic inhibition.

 The obtained data were analysed using the software pClamp v.10 (Molecular

Devices Inc, USA). Various parameters like firing rates of neurons, frequency of

theta and gamma components in the simulated output, synchrony of activity between

the  neuron  types  and  theta-  and  gamma-  power  were  analysed.  About  1000

simulations were run for the entire study. The results of the studies were compared

with published experimental results for validation. 

The following were the observations of the study:

1)  Baseline  Network:  Consistent  with  experimental  observations,  the  baseline

network generated theta-modulated gamma oscillations with theta component of 6.7
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Hz and gamma component of 33.3 Hz. 

The  firing  rates  (FR)  of  cells  were  2.36+/-0.02  Hz  for  pyramidal  cells,

16.05+/-0.15 Hz for basket cells and 0.96+/-0.03 Hz for OLM interneurons.  The

powers  of  theta  and  gamma  components  were  5.35  mV2/Hz  and  2.55  mV2/Hz

respectively. The cell types showed synchronous activity between each other.

2) Reduced dendritic inhibition and generation of epileptic activity:

(A) When strength of connection from OLM interneurons to pyramidal cells was

reduced from baseline 100% to 0%, the FR of all three cell types increased. It was

4.19+/-0.04 Hz for pyramidal cells, 30.98+/-0.07 Hz for basket cells and 2.7+/-0.03

Hz for O-LM interneurons. The baseline activity changed from the normal theta-

modulated gamma pattern to a predominantly gamma pattern with a frequency of 33

Hz. The power of  gamma oscillations increased from baseline 2.55 to 8.7 mV2/Hz. 

(B) With decrement in dendritic inhibition and simultaneous increments in external

excitatory inputs received by pyramidal cells was simulated considering sprouting in

pyramidal cell  dendrites. When the OLM-Pyramidal cell  connection was reduced

from 100% to 0% and external inputs to pyramidal cells increased from baseline

100% to 200% proportionately, the pyramidal cell firing frequency increased from

2.36+/-0.02 to 6.14+/-0.05 Hz,  basket cell frequency from 16.05+/-0.15 to 24.26+/-

0.44 Hz and OLM frequency from 0.96+/-0.03 to  4.98+/-0.04 Hz. The theta and

gamma frequencies remained constant at 6.7 and 33 Hz till  the connectivity was

lowered to 10%. At total impairment of dendritic inhibition, the theta component

was 0 Hz while gamma component rose to about 38 Hz.

The  baseline  activity  was  found  to  be  very  much  altered  when  OLM to

pyramidal cell connectivity was reduced to 10% (90% impairment) of baseline. A
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special  condition  was tested here  -  a  simultaneous large  increase  in  the  external

excitatory  inputs  received  by  pyramidal  cells,  about  15  times  the  baseline  was

simulated. The basket cells entered a state of depolarization block (DB), causing the

network to generate a typical ictal activity pattern which occured at 1.5 seconds from

the start of the simulation. This ictal-tonic pattern was comparable to experimentally

published results (Cymerblit-Sabba and Schiller, 2012 and Isaev et al., 2007)

(C) Finally, with impaired dendritic inhibition and changes simultaneously made in

synaptic connectivity between all neurons in the network, the basket cells were again

entered DB and the network output showed ictal activity. In this case, impairment of

dendritic  inhibition  required  to  generate  an  ictal  activity  pattern  was  70% (30%

connectivity  between  OLM  and  pyramidal  cells),  which  is  lesser  than  the  two

previous cases. Moreover, the ictal like activity began earlier, at 1.2 seconds from the

start of the simulation. These observations suggest that greater synaptic plasticity

occurring in the whole network due to increase in reception of external excitatory

inputs (due to impaired dendritic inhibition) makes the network more susceptible to

generation of epileptic activity.

3)  Reduced  dendritic  inhibition  and  simultaneous  increment  in  extracellular

potassium: After setting the baseline, dendritic inhibition was reduced first to 80%

and then to 70% of the baseline values (20 and 30% impairment respectively) and

corresponding  extracellular  potassium  levels  incremented  to  6  and  7.1  mM

respectively. Changes in connectivity between all neuron types in the network  and

increment of external excitatory inputs were also simulated. As in the first part of the

study,  an  ictal  tonic  activity  was  observed  in  the  local  field  potential  when  the

extracellular  potassium levels were 7.1 mM and dendritic inhibiton only 70% of
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baseline (30% impairment).

4) The effect of enhanced (g(Ih)) in all neurons of the normal and epileptic network

was tested to study the effect of antiepileptic drugs like gabapentin that increase this

conductance in neurons. When g(Ih) was increased by two, four and six times the

baseline values in one type of cell in a normal network, the FR of that cell type

increased.  Particularly,  the  dendritie-inhibiting  OLM  interneurons  showed  the

maximum increase in FR. When g(Ih) was similarly increased uniformly across all

cell types in the normal network, the overall network activity was suppressed. When

g(Ih) was similarly increased uniformly across all cell types in the epileptic network

(the  network  with  30%  impaired  dendritic  inhibition),  DB  of  basket  cells  was

eliminated  and  overall  network  activity  suppressed.  This  control  of  network

hyperexcitability was not effective at severe impairments of dendritic inhibition.

In this study, the network connectivity and cell specific parameters had to be

assumed since the exact mechanisms of epilepsy generation is still unknown. Only

three major cell types in hippocampus have been considered though many other cell

types are available in the biological network. The study outcomes can be used to

plan further  research studies having  clinical  impact.  Studies can be designed to

relate the onset of the disorder to the extent of neurodegeneration in the temporal

lobe.  Understanding the mechanism of epileptic activity generation could help to

study the effect of drugs as well as decide on the dosage required. Mutual correlation

between  the  electroencephalographic  recordings  and  underlying  network  activity

may be established to help better diagnosis of the disorder. 
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CHAPTER 1

 INTRODUCTION

1.1 OVERVIEW

Hippocampus, situated in the temporal lobe of the brain forms a part of the

limbic system. This temporal lobe structure plays significant role in short-term and

long-term  memory,  spatial  navigation,  memory  consolidation  etc.  The  various

functions of hippocampus are realized due to the balanced excitatory and inhibitory

network interactions of various types of neurons.  The pyramidal neurons are the

major  excitatory  neurons  of  the  hippocampus  while  inhibitory  responses  are

mediated  by  a  variety  of  interneurons.  These  interneurons  synapse  onto  the

pyramidal neurons at   different  segments in  different  layers of hippocampus.  For

example, the basket cells provide inhibition in the perisomatic regions of pyramidal

cells  in  the  stratum  pyramidale  layer  while  the  Oriens-Lacunosum  Moleculare

(OLM) interneurons synapse at the apical dendrites of pyramidal cells in the stratum

moleculare  layer.  Bistratified  cells  synapse  on both apical  and basal  dendrites  of

pyramidal neurons while axo-axonic cells synapse onto the axon initial segments of a

pyramidal  cell.  Hippocampus  receives  external  excitatory  inputs  from  adjoining

areas like entorhinal cortex and the contralateral hippocampus and inhibitory inputs

from areas like medial septum.

Varieties  of  disorders  are  attributed   to  derangements  in  these  network

interactions. eg., Alzheimer's, stress, schizophrenia, epilepsy etc. An  imbalance in

excitatory - inhibitory interactions can lead to these disorders. For example, stress

reduces the neuronal excitability in hippocampus, causes atrophy of dendrites in CA3
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subfield of hippocampus and leads to impaired neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus. In

schizophrenia, a psychiatric disorder, changes in synaptic organization, connectivity,

and aberrant oscillatory activities are observed in the hippocampus. The familiarly

known Alzheimer's disease is also caused due to hippocampal disruption and affects

short-term memory due to biochemical changes. Epilepsy is also caused due to a

variety of reasons as mentioned above. Besides these, external factors like stroke and

brain injuries can also lead to epilepsy. Interestingly, the clinical outcome seen in

epilepsy is a combination of what is seen in other disorders – impaired memory,

disturbed  thoughts  etc.  Hence,  in  this  thesis,  the  focus  is  on  epilepsy  and  the

excitatory-inhibitory interactions in hippocampus that lead to epileptic activity.

1.2 TEMPORAL LOBE EPILEPSY

Epilepsy is a neurodegenerative disease caused by imbalances in excitatory

and inhibitory neuronal responses in a network, characterized by recurrent seizures

which are abnormal electrical activities of the brain. The symptoms of epilepsy occur

as seizures in a subject; however not everyone who has seizures have epilepsy. The

seizures are manifested clinically in the form of transient abnormal phenomena like

altered consciousness, motor convulsions, and other sensory events experienced by a

subject. When seizures occur repeatedly in a subject, it is termed as epilepsy. 

Temporal Lobe Epilepsy is a common type observed in human subjects with

hippocampus as the usual site of origin. Different situations can lead to generation of

epileptic  activity  in  human brain,  which  include  cerebrovascular  accidents,  brain

injuries, tumours and unidentified etiology (cryptogenic epilepsy). The hippocampus,

specifically its CA3 subfield, and entorhinal cortex are two areas reported to generate
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independent  epileptiform  activity  (Lytton  et.  al,  2005).  The  exact  mechanisms

involved in the generation of this epileptic activity are not yet properly understood.

Degeneration of neurons as a consequence of brain injuries, stroke, anoxia etc

could  lead  to  modifications  in  neuronal  networks  leading  to  pathological  states

including epilepsy.  In the temporal lobe and specifically hippocampus, the structural

manifestation of this pathological condition is called hippocampal sclerosis which

refers to the loss or impaired function of different types of neurons in an otherwise

balanced normal network. Both excitatory and inhibitory neurons are vulnerable to

damage, some earlier  and some later. Certain types of inhibitory interneurons are

known to be damaged earlier than excitatory pyramidal neurons (Cossart et. al, 2001;

Dinocourt  et.  al,  2003).  Within  the  hippocampal  formation,  sclerosis  has  been

observed in different areas like dentate gyrus, CA3 and CA1 regions of hippocampus

proper in patients with epilepsy (Dinocourt et. al, 2003). This leads to an imbalance

between excitation and inhibition, with increase in excitatory responses leading to

hyperactivity  in  the  network.  Disinhibition  of  pyramidal  cells  due  to  impaired

inhibitory mechanisms also results in 'sprouting' on their distal dendritic arbors. This

further  enhances  the  capability  of  pyramidal  cells  to  receive  external  excitatory

inputs (McAllister, 2000). This enhances excitatory activity in a feedback manner

leading to pathological conditions like epileptic activity. 

An intact hippocampus generates theta-modulated gamma oscillations  which

can  be  recorded  experimentally  as  local  field  potentials  (LFP).  This  oscillatory

behaviour  could  be  significantly  altered  due  to  dysfunction  of  the  contributing

neurons. eg., dysfunction of the pyramidal cell dendrite-inhibiting OLM interneurons

leads to reduced theta-component that they contribute. Dysfunctions of interneurons
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along with changes in network connectivity and chemical environment could trigger

abnormal network functions, leading to epilepsy (Karlocai et. al,  2014; Liu et.  al,

2014).

1.3 RECOVERY FROM EPILEPSY

The clinical management of patients with epilepsy could be pharmacological,

using antiepileptic drugs or surgical, by resecting the epileptic focus. About 30% of

the patients who undergo surgical interventions to cure epilepsy do not get relief. In

these patients, epilepsy recurs, presumably due to the shift of epileptic focus over

time to another otherwise normal area of the brain. Various drugs like gabapentin,

lamotrigine, carbamazepine, valproate etc. are prescribed to patients, starting with a

low dose and increasing it further in a phased manner as felt necessary. The dosage

of drug required to contain the disorder is widely variable across the patient group

and depends on the severity of the disorder. An exact method to evaluate the severity

of the disease (extent of sclerosis) and decide a titrated dosage of the drug is yet to be

discovered.  Developing such a  method for  treatment  will  greatly  help  in  earliest

effective management of the disease and if found ineffective, will help to suggest

other modalities like surgery.

1.4 COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING

Computational models are developed to study brain function in health and

disease at various hierarchial levels - channel, cellular, micronetwork, larger network

and  systems  level.  Computational  modelling  complements  experimental  studies,

clinical  observations  and  helps  to  understand  the  mechanisms  of  generation  of

experimentally observed results  in  sufficient  detail.  Modelling  studies  begin with
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simulation of normal baseline activity of a neuron or a network or a system. The

details  of  anatomy,  biophysics,  connectivities,  functions  etc.  are  decided  by

modellers as felt necessary. The required parameters or input conditions are changed

to  study  the  response  of  the  system,  eg.,  changing  the  strength  of  connectivity

between a particular pair of neurons to study its effect on network behaviour. Once

the conditions leading to a pathological state are understood, then these parameters

and their combinations can be altered systematically to simulate the control of the

disorder.  These could be in a way to mimic current treatment modalities such as

pharmacological  methods,  application  of  external  electrical  stimulus  etc.  For

example, antiepileptic drugs act on specific channels to alter their conductivities to

control  epileptic  activity.  Pharmacokinetic  models  may  be  further  developed  to

explore  and  predict  the  mechanisms  of  absorption,  distribution,  metabolism  and

excretion of drugs etc.

1.5 THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF HIPPOCAMPAL CA3 SUBFIELD

In  this  thesis,  two  major  approaches  were  made  to  study the  changes  in

excitatory  and  inhibitory  interactions  in  hippocampal  CA3  subfield,  leading  to

epileptic  activity  generation,  using  computational  modelling.  The  freely

downloadable software NEURON (www.neuron.yale.edu) with Python interpreter is

used  in  this  study.  The first  part  describes  how changes  in  network  connectivity

(structural  change  -  impaired  dendritic  inhibition)  alone  make  the  CA3  network

hyperexcitable  leading  to  epileptic  activity.  The  second  part  describes  how  in

addition  to  first,  changes  in  chemical  environment,  specifically  increase  in

extracellular potassium, lead to generation of epileptic activity. Thereafter, the effect
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of enhancing the conductance of hyperpolarization-activated cyclic-nucleotide-gated

(HCN) channel, g(Ih), on control of epileptic activity is studied. The increase of this

conductance  is  a  realistic  effect  of  anticonvulsive  drugs  like  gabapentin  and

lamotrigine (Poolos et.al, 2002, Surges et.al, 2003).

Experimentally,  impaired  dendritic  inhibition  has  been  observed  in

pilocarpine treated rats as evident from histological studies (Dinocourt et. al, 2003;

Cymerblit-Sabba  &  Schiller,  2012).  This  is  also  reported  to  lead  to  dendritic

sprouting in pyramidal cells and increased reception of excitatory external input by

pyramidal cells (McAllister, 2000; Ren et al, 2014). The network hyperexcitability is

known to increase extracellular potassium levels. The experimental models become

important since abnormal patterns of neuronal activity observed are comparable to

those observed in human epilepsy patients  (Mora et. al, 2009; Furman, 2013). The

specific goals of this study are:

(1) To characterize a normal CA3 neuron network

(2) To study what changes in the network lead to epileptic activity generation due to

impaired dendritic inhibition caused by dysfunction of OLM interneurons (changes

in network connectivity, characteristic of hippocampal sclerosis) 

(3)  To  understand  how in  addition  to  above  objective  (2),  elevated  extracellular

potassium levels (changes in chemical environment) lead to epileptic activity in the

network, and

(4)  To  understand  how  drugs  like  gabapentin  control  epileptic  activity  in  this

network, enhancing the conductance of HCN channels, g(Ih).
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1.5.1 Modelling impaired dendritic inhibition and its network effects

A computer model of the CA3 network (Neymotin et al, 2011) consisting of

800 pyramidal cells (each having a single-compartment soma, single-compartment

basal  dendrite  and  three-compartment  apical  dendrite),  200  single-compartment

OLM interneurons and 200 single-compartment basket cells has been adopted from

the ModelDB of NEURON software (Accession No. 139421). Sufficient anatomical,

biophysical and connectional details have been incorporated in the model to generate

theta-modulated gamma oscillations as baseline activity of the network. While theta

oscillations play a significant role in spatial navigation and motor behaviour, gamma

oscillations are important in learning and memory, encoding and retrieval (Colgin &

Moser, 2010). In the course of leading to the generation of epileptiform activity, the

changes occurring in the baseline oscillatory behavior are also studied. 

After  establishing  the  baseline  network  activity,  the  impaired  function  of

somatostatin expressing, pyramidal cell dendrite-inhibiting OLM interneurons in the

CA3  subfield  was  modelled  systematically.  This  impairment  would  increase  the

excitatory activity of pyramidal cells which are highly recurrently connected. In this

part of the study, it was  explored how: 

1)  impaired  connectivity  from  OLM  interneurons  (inhibitory  interneurons)  to

excitatory pyramidal cells alone influences the behaviour of other neurons and the

network as a whole, 

2) increased reception of external  excitatory inputs by pyramidal neurons affect the

network activity, and 

3)  how  changes  in  strength  of  connection  at  synapses  between  all  the  neurons

influence the overall network activity in the CA3 subfield. 
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1.5.2 Modelling changes in chemical environment and its network effects

Next,  the  gradual  increase  in  extracellular  potassium  is  modelled  as  a

consequence of network hyperexcitability. Extracellular potassium levels have been

observed to rise with increased firing activity of neurons in lab experiments as well

as human subjects (Florence et.al,  2012).  Enhanced extracellular potassium could

further suppress the inhibitory responses by rise in GABA reversal potential (Korn et.

al,  1987).  Several  other  factors  including  enhanced  recurrent  excitation  of  CA3

pyramidal cells and enhanced reception of external excitatory inputs by pyramidal

cells  could  lead  to  faster  generation  of  epileptic  activity  at  lesser  impairment  of

interneuronal function. These conditions are individually considered to study how

they generate experimentally observed epileptic activity.

1.5.3 Modelling the effect of anticonvulsive drugs

The  next  focus  of  the  thesis  is  to  understand  the  role  of  HCN  channel

conductance,  g(Ih),  in  controlling  epileptic  activity.  Drugs  like  gabapentin  and

lamotrigine are reported to increase this conductance in neurons thus leading to more

efficient  hyperpolarization  and  control  neuronal  hyperexcitability  (Surges  et.  al,

2003). The effects of changing g(Ih) on the epileptic activity generated in the high

extracellular potassium condition are studied step by step. 

First,  g(Ih)  was  increased  specifically  in  the  pyramidal  cells  alone  in  the

baseline CA3 network. Similarly, g(Ih) was enhanced in basket cells alone and then

in OLM interneurons alone to study changes in their intrinsic activity. Finally, g(Ih)

was enhanced in all  the three cell types - pyramidal cells, basket cells and OLM

interneurons simultaneously. Thereafter, g(Ih) was increased in similar steps in all
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neurons  simultaneously  in  the  epileptic  network.  Further,  it  is  tested  whether

increased g(Ih) can effectively control the hyperexcitability caused due to increased

neurodegeneration and whether it is possible to suggest titration of drug dosage at

higher levels of network impairment than that which caused epilepsy in the model.

1.6 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS

This thesis consists of six chapters.  Chapter 2 reviews the state of the art

knowledge  and  information  related  to  temporal  lobe  epilepsy,  the  available

experimental and computational models, clinical management and successes, role of

computer modelling in epilepsy etc.

Chapter  3  covers  the  development  of  the  computer  model  and

characterization of baseline activity, steps to simulate epileptic activity generation in

hippocampal CA3 due to impairment in dendritic inhibition and enhancements in

extracellular potassium levels and also the effect of anticonvulsive drugs.

Chapter  4  presents  the  results  of  the  simulations  along with  their  clinical

implications.

Chapter 5 addresses the research findings and discusses the limitations related

to the findings and concludes by providing possible solutions for future work. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the overall research work done in this thesis .
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 THE HIPPOCAMPUS - LAYERS AND SUBFIELDS

The  hippocampus,  named  after  its  resemblance  to  seahorse,  is a  major

component  of  human  brain and  other  vertebrates.  The  features  of  hippocampus

(Amaral, 1993; Witter, 2007) that have made it favourable for numerous studies are

its  neat  organization  of  cells  into  different  layers  and  unique  function. The

hippocampus has three sub-fields viz., CA3 (Cornu Ammunis 3), CA2 and CA1. The

cells in these subfields are arranged in six layers. They are stratum (str.) oriens, str.

pyramidale, str. radiatum, str. lucidum (present in CA3 alone), str. lacunosum and str.

moleculare (Figure 2.1)

Figure 2.1 Schematic drawing of the subfields and layers of the hippocampus. CA - Cornu Ammunis
(hippocampal subfield), DG - Dentate Gyrus

The  main  source  of  input  signals  to  hippocampus  is  from the  adjoining

entorhinal  cortex.  The inputs  from entorhinal  cortex project  to  dentate  gyrus  and
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CA3 subfield  of  hippocampus.  The axons of  the CA3 pyramidal  cells  called  the

Schaffer Collaterals synapse onto the CA1 pyramidal cells. The CA1 pyramidal cells

thereafter  project  to entorhinal cortex through an area called subiculum. There is

another  set  of  neurons from entorhinal  cortex  that  project  directly onto the CA1

pyramidal neurons and this pathway is called temporo-ammonic pathway.

2.2 THE CA3 SUBFIELD

This  subfield is  located proximal  to  the dentate  gyrus  and receives  inputs

from entorhinal  cortex  and dentate  gyrus.  The pyramidal  neurons  form the  large

majority  of  neurons  in  this  subfield,  comprising  about  88%  of  total  neurons

(Cutsuridis et.al, 2010). Various types of interneurons, including the pyramidal cell

dendrite-inhibiting OLM interneurons and soma-inhibiting basket cells comprise the

rest  12%. The CA3 pyramidal neurons receive inputs from entorhinal cortex and

dentate  gyrus  at  the  stratum lucidum layer  of  CA3 subfield  which  comprises  of

dendritic  spines  in  the  pyramidal  cells.  The  synaptic  outputs  of  CA3  pyramidal

neurons reach the CA1 pyramidal neurons.

One particular feature of CA3 subfield is its highly recurrent connections to

its  constituent  neurons.  This  auto-associative  network  contributes  to  easier

amplification of excitatory responses in the network (Amaral, 1993; Witter, 2007).

The threshold of hyperexcitability is relatively low in this subfield for this reason and

has been implicated in pathological conditions including epilepsy (Stoop & Pralong,

2000; Lytton, 2005). The pyramidal neurons of this subfield show frequent bursting

behaviour compared to the neurons of other subfields.
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2.3 PHYSIOLOGY OF HIPPOCAMPUS

The hippocampus is known to have functional roles in learning, short-term

and  long-term  memory,  spatial  navigation,  stress  behaviour  etc.  All  these  are

implicated  through  the  electrical  behaviour  of  its  neurons  and  network  activity

patterns  that  it  generates.  The  significant  role  of  hippocampus  in  learning  and

memory was derived from surgical cases where hippocampal resection to alleviate

temporal lobe epilepsies led to severe loss of memory. The most discussed such case

in the history of neuroscience is that of a patient identified as H.M who lost  the

ability to  learn new information after  bilateral  resection of hippocampus (Squire,

2009).

Theta  and  gamma  oscillations  are  two  main  patterns  generated  by  the

hippocampus.  The  hippocampal  theta  rhythms or  slow  rhythmic  activity  is  an

oscillatory pattern generated by the hippocampus and measures between 4 - 10 Hz in

frequency (Buzsaki, 2002; Wang, 2002). These rhythms are seen during experiments

in rodents in spatial  navigation (exploratory motor  activity),  rapid eye movement

(REM) sleep, facilitating induction of synaptic plasticity (Buzsaki, 1989; Huerta &

Lisman, 1993) etc. These oscillations have also been recorded from human subjects

and studies are being conducted to understand how similar or different are they when

compared  to  rodents  and  their  functional  implications  (Jacobs,  2014;  Zhang  and

Jacobs, 2015). In CA3 subfield of hippocampus, theta oscillations are produced by

the network interactions between pyramidal and OLM interneurons (Neymotin et al,

2011).

The  gamma  rhythms of  hippocampus  are  oscillatory  patterns  that  have

frequencies  above 30 Hz (Colgin & Moser,  2010).  These rhythms play a role  in
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higher brain functions like dynamic grouping, memory encoding, memory retrieval,

feature  binding  etc  (Bartos  et.  al,  2002;  Colgin  &  Moser,  2010).  The  role  of

hippocampal gamma oscillations in human subjects have not been clearly known. Of

late, studies have been published on their role in formation of memories in humans

(Park et. al, 2014; Lega et. al, 2016). 

Gamma  oscillations  are  often  found  to  be  nested  with  theta-oscillations

(theta-modulated  gamma)  though  they  are  independently  generated  by  cell

assemblies (Colgin & Moser, 2010). The amplitude of nested gamma was  found to

be higher at the peak of theta-oscillations in various experimental studies during  new

episodic memories (Buzsaki et. al, 1983; Bragin et. al, 1995; Lega et. al, 2016). In

CA3 subfield  of  hippocampus,  the  network  interactions  between  basket  and

pyramidal cells is a main generator of gamma oscillations (Neymotin et al, 2011). 

The oscillatory behaviour of neural networks undergoes notable changes in

pathological  conditions.  In  schizophrenia,  a  psychiatric  disorder,  the  mechanisms

generating theta oscillations in hippocampus are known to be suppressed, resulting in

increased gamma frequency and power (Uhlhaas and Singer, 2006; Neymotin et. al,

2011).  Change  of  oscillatory  behaviour  by  way  of  abnormal  neuronal

synchronizations  has  been  observed  in  basal  ganglia  disorders  like  Parkinson's

disease (Balasubramani et.  al,  2015).  Epileptic  activity has been characterized by

abnormal oscillatory behaviour in many experimental studies. Absence seizures and

Lennox-Gastaut seizures have been observed in experimental animals in the form of

spike-wave complexes  of about  2-3 Hz. Fast  ripples  have been linked to  seizure

initiation  and  epileptogenesis  in  the  hippocampal–entorhinal  cortex  axis  (Bragin

et.al, 2002; Timofeev & Steriade, 2004). Fast and very fast oscillations (VFO) have
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been associated with seizure activity. In hippocampal slice experiments, VFOs have

been found to occur before, between and after epileptic bursts. VFOs have also been

observed  to  superimpose  on  gamma  oscillations  induced  by  carbachol  or  high

extracellular potassium in rat hippocampal slices (Traub et. al, 2001). High frequency

electroencephalographic  activities  which  are  manifested  from  the  underlying

neuronal network behaviour have been observed in human subjects at the start of

seizures (Fisher et. al, 1992).

2.4 EXPERIMENTAL MODELS OF EPILEPSY IN HIPPOCAMPUS

The sum total  of various processes by which a part  of the brain becomes

epileptic is  called epileptogenesis.  Hippocampal  formation is  an area of temporal

lobe which is  found to be highly prone to epileptogenesis  and hence has been a

widely used model to study epileptic activity. The commonly followed experimental

methods to induce epileptiform activity are application of convulsant chemicals like

bicuculline,    magnesium  –  free  artificial  cerebrospinal  fluid  (aCSF) perfusion,

elevating  extracellular  potassium  in  aCSF,  electrical  stimulation,  intraperitoneal

administration of pilocarpine etc.

Bicuculline blocks fast GABAergic transmission and produces synchronized,

intermittent  bursts  resembling  human  interictal-like  activity  mediated  through

AMPA/Kainate and NMDA receptors (Stoop & Pralong, 2000). Perfusing live rat

brain slices with magnesium–free aCSF, dislodges the magnesium ions in the NMDA

receptors.  Glutamatergic  synaptic  events  ensue,  leading  to  hyperexcitability  of

neurons  and  epileptiform activity  (Whittington  et  al,  1995;  Barbarosie  &  Avoli,

1997).  The  elevation  of  extracellular  potassium  to  about  6.5  mM  and  more
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diminishes its driving force (difference between membrane potential and potassium

Nernst  potential),  lowers  outward  potassium  current  and  results  in  relative

depolarization  (Korn et.  al,  1987;  Dzhala  and Staley,  2003;  Id Bihi  et  al,  2005).

Electrical stimulation (Berenyi et.al, 2012; Fisher & Velasco, 2014) in the form of

continuous short stimuli, called kindling, can make the area of application generate

continuous  electrical  discharges  resembling  epileptiform  activity.  Pilocarpine

induction  causes  structural  and  connectional  changes  in  neural  networks.  In  rat

hippocampus,  the  dendrite-inhibiting  OLM  interneurons  have  been  found  to  be

damaged due to pilocarpine administration (Cossart  et.  al,  2001; Dinocourt et.  al,

2003).  This  leads  to  reduced  inhibition  in  the  neuronal  network,  causing

hyperexcitability,  characteristic  of  epilepsy.  The  hyperexcitability  in  neuronal

networks could be so high in some pathological conditions that it  could suppress

inhibitory  mechanisms  contributed  by  interneurons  due  to  their  'depolarization

block',  a  state  of  inactivity  due  to  high  excitatory  drive.  All  these  experimental

models  induce  epileptic  activity  by  shifting  the  balance  between  excitatory  and

inhibitory neurons by different mechanisms.

This  thesis  focusses  on  modelling  epileptic  activity  due  to  hippocampal

sclerosis  (structural  changes)  and  elevating  extracellular  potassium  (chemical

changes).

2.5 LOSS OF DENDRITIC INHIBITION - THE PILOCARPINE MODEL.

Certain types of neurons especially interneurons are known to be destroyed or

become dysfunctional as a consequence of factors like anoxia, stroke, brain injuries,

ageing  etc.  This  along  with  other  associated  network  changes  can  lead  to

pathological conditions like epilepsy in animal models (Sloviter, 1987) and human
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subjects  (Laneroll  et.  al,  1989;  Robbins  et.  al,  1991).  The  loss  of  somatostatin-

expressing OLM interneurons in CA3 and CA1 subfields of hippocampus have been

reported  in  pilocarpine  models  of  experimental  epilepsy  (Cossart  et.  al,  2001;

Dinocourt et. al, 2003). Due to this, the reception of excitatory inputs by pyramidal

cells have been found to increase. But the exact further network mechanisms that

lead to generation of epileptic activity were not understood. The pilocarpine animal

model of temporal lobe epilepsy has been used since early 1980s and replicates the

general progression of events leading to epileptic activity seen in humans (Mora et

al.,  2009). In this model, systemic injection of the convulsant pilocarpine induces

status epilepticus, a condition where there are prolonged recurrent seizures, likely

through  activation  of  M1 muscarinic  receptors,  followed by a  latent  seizure-free

period, followed by recurrent seizures during the rest of the animal’s life (Furman,

2013). The computational model described in this thesis proposes a set of network

changes that could trigger experimentally comparable epileptic activity in the CA3

subfield of hippocampus, given the condition of OLM interneuron dysfunction.

2.6 ELEVATION OF EXTRACELLULAR POTASSIUM IN EPILEPSIES

The potassium currents  play a  significant  role  in  controlling  the  neuronal

excitability.  The rise of potassium in extracellular spaces in  the neocortex during

epilepsies have been reported by Robert Fischer and group as early as four decades

ago  (Fisher  et.  al,  1976).  Since  then,  elevated  potassium  as  a  consequence  of

neuronal  network  hyperexcitability  has  been  reported  (Dzhala  &  Staley,  2003;

Frohlich et. al, 2008). Increased extracellular potassium enhances the excitability of

neurons in a feed-forward manner whereby with increasing excitability, more and
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more potassium ions are expelled out of neurons and thus further raising the neuronal

excitability. This observation named potassium accumulation hypothesis have been

known and published decades back itself (Green et.  al,  1964; Fertziger & Ranck,

1970). These ‘runaway’ dynamics stop when the neuronal depolarization reaches the

maximum and further  spiking  stops  due  to  sodium channel  inactivation.  Though

originally  rejected,  results  from  later  computational  studies  have  prompted

neuroscientists to further investigate this mechanism of seizure generation (Somjen,

2004;  Frohlich  et.  al,  2007).  Experimental  animal  models  of  epilepy  show  that

increasing extracellular potassium in the aCSF to about 6 mM and more leads to

seizure  generation  in  hippocampal  slices  (McBain,  1994;  Jensen  & Yaari,  1997;

Frohlich et. al, 2008).

Though a series of network and biochemical consequences may ensue, two

main implications of increased extracellular potassium are considered in the second

part of this study based on literature and reported as long ago as 1987 by Korn et.al.

The reversal potential of potassium becomes more positive with excessive potassium

reaching the extracellular fluid. This has a significant effect on the reversal potential

of  GABAergic  inhibitory  mechanisms,  EGABA.  The  EGABA also  becomes  more

positive, reducing the GABAergic inhibitory effect in the neuronal network leading

to hyperexcitability, a characteristic feature of pathological states like epilepsy.

2.7 EPILEPSY TREATMENT AND CHALLENGES

The  treatment  of  epilepsy  could  be  a  long-term  process,  first  using

pharmacological  interventions (anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs)).  The AED is  decided

based on evidence of its efficacy for a  particular seizure type and tolerability.  
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A variety of AEDs are used these days - Gabapentin, Lamotrigine, Phenytoin,

Sodium Valproate, Vigabatrin, Clonazepam etc. In some patients, a combination of

some of these drugs might be necessary to effectively control the disorder.

Epilepsies  in  some  patients  are  intractable,  failing  control  with

pharmacological  treatment.  Surgical  resection  of  epileptic  focus  becomes  a

reasonable approach to treat such epilepsies. Various factors like the patient's overall

general  health,  age,  type  of  epilepsy,  child-bearing  potential,  and  other  medical

history are considered before the physician takes a decision. Various procedures are

done  for  resurgical  evaluation  of  these  patients,  including  techniques  like

electrocorticography to locate the epileptic focus and decide the amount of tissue to

be resected. Surgical treatment is individualized to the patient and can be definitive,

if 80 - 90% cure is expected, or palliative, if the aim is to reduce seizure frequency.

Various challenges are faced by clinicians as well as patients in the treatment

of epilepsy, the most prominent being pharmacoresistance. The available AEDs fail

to  control  seizures  in  around  30%  of  epileptic  patients  worldwide  (Regesta  &

Tanganelli, 1999; French, 2007). Pharmacoresistance is seen in about 75% of patients

diagnosed with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (Leppik, 1992; Spencer, 2002). This

rate is more than 50% for patients with Lennox–Gastaut syndrome (Arts et. al, 2004)

and  could  be  as  high  as  90%  in  certain  brain  abnormalities,  eg.,  hippocampal

sclerosis combined with focal dysplasia or similar situations (Wahab et. al, 2010).

The AEDs give only symptomatic relief and do not stop epileptogenesis as

such and their efficacy is further limited by the side effects they may have. Various

drugs that  are  prescribed to  patients  have a  variety of side effects.  For  example,

gabapentin and vigabatrin treatments are known to cause weight gain (Biton, 2003; 
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Ben-Menachem, 2007); phenytoin, lamotrigine and carbamazepine treatment could

cause skin rashes, ataxia, vertigo etc (Asconape, 2002; Wilby et. al, 2005; Zaccara et.

al,  2007).  Unfortunately,  some  of  the  AEDs  can  also  aggravate  seizures.  Eg.,

myoclonic  seizures  may  be  aggravated  by  AEDs  like  gabapentin,  phenytoin,

vigabatrin and carbamazepine (Greenwood, 2000; Gayatri & Livingston, 2006).

Noncompliance in patients is another challenge in treating epilepsy (Leppik,

1988; Leppik, 2001). One main reason for this is side-effects themselves and another

important  factor  being  inconvenient  dosage  (Cramer  et.  al,  1995;  Patsalos  et.  al,

2008).  Noncompliance  of  even  a  short  duration  has  been  reported  to  lead  to

breakthrough seizures,  even  after  months  of  successful  treatment  (Cramer  et.  al,

1995). It  has also been observed that the compliance increases with less frequent

dosing  say,  once  or  twice  a  day.  Inconvenient  dosage  could  also  be  related  to

incorrect dosage, presumably due to the unknown etiology or extent of alterations in

brain circuitry. In ideality, if the extent of causative factor say, tissue damage could

be quantified and dosage titrated accordingly, then the clinicians would be able to

prescribe the correct dosage of drugs and thus ensure compliance.

2.8 HCN CHANNELS AND THE ROLE OF DRUGS

Hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) channels pass a

mixed  sodium and  potassium current  (called  Ih)  which  is  known  to  control  the

rhythmic activity in cardiac pacemaker cells and spontaneously firing neurons. Ih is

also  known  to  play  roles  in  determining  resting  membrane  potential,  synaptic

transmission etc. Research on development of drugs that act on HCN channels have

been ongoing to control cardiac rhythm generation as well as neurological disorders.
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Epilepsy and neuropathic pain are two neurodisorders in which HCN channels are

reported to be involved (Poolos, 2004; Bender & Baram, 2008; Noam et. al, 2011)

both characterized by enhanced and aberrant neuronal firing patterns. HCN channels

are  of  four  types  HCN1-4,  among  which  HCN1 and  HCN2 are  associated  with

epilepsies (Dyhrfjeld-Johnsen et. al, 2009). Though the exact role of HCN channels

in  epilepsy  is  not  known,  several  mechanisms,  including  alterations  in  subunit

compositions at different temporal and spatial scales are thought to be involved in

human epilepsy (Postea & Beil, 2011).

 Due to the complex and diverse mechanisms of HCN channels leading to

epilepsy,  it  has  been  difficult  to  develop  anticonvulsive  drugs  with  a  generally

applicable  rationale.  Both  activation  and   blocking  of  these  channels  have  been

observed  to  control  epileptic  activity.  For  example,  ZD7288,  an  HCN  channel

inhibitor  reduced  hipppocampal  epileptic  discharges  in  rabbits  (Kitayama  et.  al,

2003), while the anticonvulsant drugs gabapentin and lamotrigine upregulated the

activity  of  HCN  channels  (Poolos  et.  al,  2002;  Surges  et.  al,  2003).  The  most

challenging aspect of drug development  to target  HCN channels is  the design of

subtype-specific  ones.  Drugs  targeting  HCN1  or  HCN2  subtype  could  alleviate

neurological disorders including epilepsy and neuropathic pain while those targeting

HCN4 subtype could recover normal cardiac function (Postea & Beil, 2011).

2.9 ROLE OF COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING

The advances  in  the  field of  computational  neuroscience  have  provided a

strong platform to study the mechanisms of brain function in health and disease.

Computer models could help  to complement experimental studies, gain new insights
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into the mechanisms of seizure generation and suggest therapy. Modelling studies

may be designed at various levels - molecular, cellular, network and systems level to

simulate the normal baseline function of a neuron or a network with necessary details

of its anatomy, biophysics, connectivity etc. The technically challenging experiments

can be more easily performed using computer models, eg., modelling lesions. The

results  obtained from computational  studies  can  be  further  verified  by designing

appropriate experiments.

Various  computational  models  have  been  developed  to  understand  the

mechanisms of epileptic seizures at cell and network levels (Bazhenov et. al, 2008),

prediction  of  seizures  (O’Sullivan-Green  et.  al,  2009)  and therapeutic  control  of

seizures  (Iasemidis,  2003).  Computational  models  of  epilepsy  are  available  from

large-scale  mean  field  models  of  dynamics  (Gonzalez-Ramirez  et.  al,  2015)  to

detailed neural network models of network activity (Lytton et. al, 1998; Morgan &

Soltesz, 2008) to hyperexcitable cell models (Migliore et. al, 1995; Lazarewicz et. al,

2002;  Hemond et.  al,  2008)  to  intricate  ion  channel  models  of  epileptogenic  ion

channel mutations (Klassen et. al, 2011). As for therapeutic applications, Jobst et. al

(2010) mentions the use of computer modeling to suggest implantable devices for

seizure detection and their suppression using electrical signals. For example, AEDs

act  by  changing  various  cellular  and  molecular  mechanisms  like  channel

conductivity  among  many  other  parameters  to  control  epileptic  activity.

Pharmacokinetic  models  developed  to  explore  and  predict  the  absorption,

distribution, metabolism and excretion mechanisms of drugs can be coupled to these

neural models. A number of other computational models of epileptic activity have
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been described in reviews by Lytton (2008), Case & Soltesz (2011) and Stefanescu

et. al (2012).

2.10 THE NEURON SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The software used for the simulations in this work is NEURON with Python

interpreter, developed by Ted Carnevale and Michael Hines at Yale University and

freely downloadable from the website  www.neuron.yale.edu (Carnevale  & Hines,

2006;  Hines et  al,  2009).This  software is  particularly useful  if  larger  biophysical

details  of  neurons  are  to  be  included.  Currently  there  are  about  1700  research

publications  that actually used NEURON, which shows the  wide acceptability of

this software in research labs across the world.
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CHAPTER 3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 THE MODEL

The insilico biophysical model of CA3 neuronal network described in this

study was adopted from the ModelDB of NEURON software (Neymotin et. al, 2011,

Accession No. 139421).  Additional  connectivities consistent  with anatomical  data

were added as described in Sanjay et. al (2015). Initially normal baseline network

activity  was  established,  followed  by network  changes  to  systematically  explore

how: 1) reduction in connectivity from OLM to pyramidal  cells  alone influences

overall network activity, 2) changes in reception of external inputs by pyramidal cells

alter the network activity 3) changes in connectivity between all neuron types affect

overall  network activity,  generating a  characteristic  epileptiform activity  4)  how

increased  extracellular  potassium  along  with  network  changes  lead  to  epileptic

activity  and 5)  how drugs acting  on HCN channel  conductance  control  epileptic

activity. The part of the work showing the effect of network changes alone in the

model  (1,  2  and 3  mentioned above)  is  available  in  the  ModelDB of  NEURON

(Sanjay et. al (2015), Accession No.186768).

The following sub-sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe the features of the normal

baseline network model that generates theta-modulated gamma oscillations.

3.2 CELL TYPES AND CURRENTS

3.2.1 Pyramidal Cells

A pyramidal  cell  has  pyramid-shaped cell  body or  soma and two distinct

types of dendrites - apical and basal (Cutsuridis et. al, 2010; Neymotin et. al, 2011).
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A single axon sends the signals along and transmits them to the connected neurons.

The  morphologies  of  pyramidal  neurons  of  CA3  subfield  of  hippocampus  vary

within the subfield. The pyramidal cells of this subfield have high degree of recurrent

connections. This is thought to significantly enhance the excitability of neurons and

lead to pathological states like epilepsy.

The neuron network model used in this study has 800 pyramidal cells each

with  five  compartments  -  one  somatic,  three  apical  and  one  basal  dendritic

compartment. To obtain stable baseline activity, a -50 pA current is injected in this

cell model. This injected current substitutes external inputs that were not exclusively

modelled. The pyramidal cells contained leak current, transient sodium current INa,

delayed rectifier current IK-DR, A-type potassium current IK-A and hyperpolarization-

activated  current  Ih.  The  leak  current,  INa and  IK-DR were  for  action  potential

generation and  IK-A for rapid inactivation.

3.2.2 Basket Cells

A basket  cell  is  named  so  since  their  dendrites  form a  basket-like  shape

around its cell body. These cells have inhibitory effect on the neurons they project .

They  are  located  near  the  somatic  regions  of  pyramidal  cells  and  connected  to

somatic and perisomatic regions of pyramidal cells. Their proximity to the pyramidal

cells facilitates their easier excitation due to the drive from the pyramidal neurons.

Their close proximity and projection to soma controls the excitability of pyramidal

cells.  The  pyramidal  -  basket  feedback  interactions  generate  gamma  frequency

oscillations of about 35 Hz in the normally connected network. These oscillations are

important in learning and memory, encoding and retrieval (Colgin and Moser, 2010).
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In this model , there were 200 single-compartment basket cells in the network. The

basket cells contained leak current, transient sodium current INa and delayed rectifier

potassium current IK-DR.

While studying the effect of enhanced extracellular potassium on the network

and  the  effect  of  hyperpolarization-activated  current  (Ih)  modulating  drugs,  Ih-

currents  were  also  incorporated  in  the  basket  cells  and  baseline  activity  again

characterized.

3.2.3 OLM Interneurons

The  Oriens-Lacunosum  Moleculare  (OLM) inhibitory  interneurons  have

anatomical  presentation  from  stratum  oriens  extending  to  stratum  lacunosum-

moleculare  in  the  hippocampus  and  their  axons  synapse  onto  the  distal  apical

dendrites of the pyramidal cells. The feedback interactions between pyramidal and

OLM cells generated theta oscillations in the normally connected network. These 4-8

Hz oscillations  play a  significant  role  in  spatial  navigation  and motor  behaviour

(Colgin & Moser, 2010). The model network contained 200 one-compartment OLM

interneurons.  Apart  from  leak  current,  INa and  IK-DR,  the  OLM  interneurons

contained calcium-activated potassium current IK-Ca, high-threshold calcium current

IL, hyperpolarization-activated current Ih and intracellular calcium dynamics. IK-Ca

allowed long-lasting inactivation after bursting, IL augmented bursts and activated

IK-Ca and Ih allowed bursting.

All the current types were based on the published work by Tort et. al (2007)

and  Gloveli  et.  al  (2007).  The  selection  of  these  currents  and  synaptic  and

connectivity parameters established the normal baseline activity of the CA3 network.
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3.3 NEURONAL CONNECTIVITY AND SYNAPTIC MECHANISMS

This  section  describes  the  connectivity  between  different  neurons  and

synaptic mechanisms in the model network (Figure 3.1). The convergence for each

neuron  type  (number  of  neurons  synapsing  on  each  type),  synaptic  mechanisms

involved and external inputs received by these neurons are further discussed. The

inputs from Medial Septum onto the inhibitory neurons are separately mentioned.

Figure 3.1: Schematic network with 800 Pyramidal cells (Pyr), 200 Basket cells (BC), 200 OLM
interneurons. The number of inputs for an individual synapse (convergence) are shown near synapses.
Synapses with truncated lines - External random inputs. MS - Medial Septum inputs. '+' and '-' shows
excitatory and inhibitory connections respectively.

The  pyramidal  cells  are  recurrently  connected  similar  to  anatomical

observation (Witter, 2007; Amaral, 1993). Each pyramidal cell receives AMPA and

NMDA mediated  excitatory  inputs  from 25  other  pyramidal  cells  at  their  basal

dendritic  compartment.  The  pyramidal  cells  excite  basket  cells  and  OLM

interneurons  through  AMPA  and  NMDA  receptors.  A  pyramidal  cell  receives

inhibitory inputs  at  their  soma from 50 basket  cells.  The middle apical  dendritic
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compartment  of  each  pyramidal  cell  receives  inhibitory  inputs  from  20  OLM

interneurons. Both basket and OLM inputs received by pyramidal cells are inhibitory,

and GABAA receptor-mediated. The pyramidal cells also receive external random

inputs at their somatic compartment through AMPA and GABAA receptors. Random

inputs are received at the distal-most apical dendritic compartment through AMPA,

NMDA and GABAA receptors. These mainly simulate the inputs from the entorhinal

cortex.

The  basket  cells  in  the  model  are  also  recurrently  connected,  similar  to

pyramidal cells. Each basket cell receives inhibitory inputs from 60 other basket cells

through GABAA receptors and excitatory inputs from 100 pyramidal cells through

AMPA and NMDA receptors. The basket cells inhibit pyramidal cells at their soma

through  GABAA synapses.  Based  on  published  anatomical  information,  a  new

connection was added in the model from basket cells to OLM interneurons through

GABAA synapses (Cobb et. al, 1997). The basket cells also receive external random

inputs through AMPA and GABAA receptors.

The OLM interneurons inhibit the dendrites of pyramidal cells and synapse

on  the  middle  compartment  of  the  apical  dendrite  through  GABAA receptors.

Excitatory inputs are received by each OLM interneuron from 10 pyramidal cells

through  AMPA and NMDA receptors  and inhibitory inputs  from 15 basket  cells

through GABAA receptors. External random inputs reach OLM interneurons through

AMPA and GABAA receptors.

There  are  155,000  synapses  in  the  model.  The  basket  cells  and  OLM

interneurons receive inhibitory inputs from Medial Septum  (MS) through GABAA

receptors. The MS acts as a pacemaker (Stewart & Fox,1990; Dragoi et al., 1999;
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Borhegyi et al, 2004) and is modelled as a rhythmic input received every 150 ms.

Tables  3.1  and  3.2  list  the  parameters  for  modelling  background  activity  and

connectivity along with their values.

Table 3.1:   Parameters for modelling background random activity

Cell Type Section Synapse Type Ʈ1(ms) Ʈ2 (ms) Conductance 
(nS)

PYR Dendrite AMPA Excitatory 0.05 5.3 0.05

PYR Dendrite NMDA Excitatory 15 150 6.5

PYR Dendrite GABAA Inhibitory 0.07 9.1 0.012

PYR Soma AMPA Excitatory 0.05 5.3 0.05

PYR Soma GABAA Inhibitory 0.07 9.1 0.012

BC Soma AMPA Excitatory 0.05 5.3 0.02

BC Soma GABAA Inhibitory 0.07 9.1 0.2

OLM Soma AMPA Excitatory 0.05 5.3 0.0625

OLM Soma GABAA Inhibitory 0.07 9.1 0.2

PYR - Pyramidal Cell,  BC - Basket Cell,  OLM - Oriens Lacunocum Moleculare

interneuron

These parameters are based on previous publications:  Stewart  & Fox, 1990; White et. al,

2000; Destexhe et.  al,  2003;  Gloveli  et.  al,  2005; Tort et.  al,  2007;  Hangya et al.,  2009;

Stacey et. al, 2009; Neymotin et. al., 2011.
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Table 3.2:   Synaptic parameters for neuronal connectivity in the model

Presynaptic Post-
synaptic

Receptor Type Ʈ1

(ms)
Ʈ2

 (ms)
Conductance

(nS)

PYR PYR AMPA Excitatory 0.05 5.3 0.02

PYR PYR NMDA Excitatory 15 150 0.004

PYR BC AMPA Excitatory 0.05 5.3 0.36

PYR BC NMDA Excitatory 15 150 1.38

PYR OLM AMPA Excitatory 0.05 5.3 0.36

PYR OLM NMDA Excitatory 15 150 0.7

BC PYR GABAA Inhibitory 0.07 9.1 0.72

BC BC GABAA Inhibitory 0.07 9.1 4.5

*BC OLM GABAA Inhibitory 0.07 9.1 0.0288

OLM PYR GABAA Inhibitory 0.2 20 72

MS BC GABAA Inhibitory 20 40 1.6

MS OLM GABAA Inhibitory 20 40 1.6

PYR - Pyramidal  Cell,  BC - Basket Cell,  OLM - Oriens Lacunosum Moleculare

interneuron, MS - Medial Septum inputs

These parameters are based on previous publications:  Stewart  & Fox, 1990;  White et. al,

2000;  Gloveli  et.  al,  2005;  Tort  et.  al,  2007;  Hangya  et  al.,  2009;  Stacey et.  al,  2009;

Neymotin et. al, 2011. *The connectivity from basket to OLM interneurons was additionally

incorporated in the model (Sanjay et. al, 2015).
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3.4 PROPOSED MECHANISM OF EPILEPTIC ACTIVITY GENERATION

To study how decreased dendritic inhibition of pyramidal cells led to epileptic

activity, three scenarios were considered stepwise as follows: 

1) reducing the strength of connection from OLM interneuron to pyramidal cell in

steps, without other changes in the network. 

2)  along  with  1)  above,  proportionately  increasing  the  reception  of  external

excitatory inputs by the pyramidal cells; 

3) changes in synaptic strength simulated at all synapses in the network.

The network activity is considered to be epileptic when, the baseline theta-

modulated  gamma  is  totally  disrupted,  the  firing  rates  (FR) of  constituent  cells

become  high  with  pyramidal  cell  FR  reaching  close  to  5  Hz  or  more,  as

experimentally observed (Ziburkus et. al, 2006) and the local field potential (LFP)

record shows a spiking pattern characteristic of an experimentally comparable ictal /

epileptic condition (10 - 20 ictal spikes per second (Isaev et. al, 2007; Cymerblit-

Sabba & Schiller, 2012)).

Scenario 1

In  this  scenario  (Figure  3.2),  the  strength  of  connectivity  from OLM  to

pyramidal cells was reduced in steps from baseline 100% to 80%, 60%, 40%, 20%,

10%, 5% and 0% (total loss). This was simulated to study the influence of dendritic

inhibition by OLM interneurons in the network and if this change alone could lead to

network hyperexcitability.
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Figure 3.2: Reduced schematic diagram showing normal baseline connectivity (left) and reduction in
OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity alone (right figure, red dashed arrow). PYR - Pyramidal cell,
BAS - Basket Cell, OLM - Oriens-Lacunosum Moleculare interneuron.

Scenario 2

Along with reducing the dendritic inhibition of pyramidal cells provided by

OLM interneurons, a proportionate increase in external excitatory inputs received by

pyramidal cells at their distal apical dendritic compartment was simulated  (Figure

3.3).  These  simulated  excitatory  inputs  are  received  mainly  from the  entorhinal

cortex.  The  strength  of  connection  from OLM interneuron  to  pyramidal  cells  is

reduced in steps from the baseline 100% to 80%, 60%, 40% 20%, 10%, 5% and 0%

(total  loss  of  OLM  connectivity  onto  pyramidal  cells).  Correspondingly,  the

reception of external excitatory inputs at the distal apical dendritic compartment of

pyramidal cells was proportionately increased from baseline 100% to 120%, 140%,

160%, 180%, 190%, 195% and 200% respectively.
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Figure  3.3: Reduced  schematic  diagram.  Left  shows  normal  baseline  connectivity.  Right  shows
reduction (red arrow) in OLM - Pyramidal connectivity along with increase (blue arrow) in external
excitatory inputs. PYR - Pyramidal cell, BAS - Basket Cell, OLM - Oriens-Lacunosum Moleculare
interneuron.

Scenario 3

Along with reduction in dendritic inhibition and enhancement in reception of

external  excitatory  inputs  by  pyramidal  cells  (Scenario  2),  the  strengths  of

connection  between  different  neuron  types  were  changed  in  a  stepwise  manner

(Figure 3.4). There was no quantitative information from literature about the extent

of possible changes in the strength of these synapses. Also, it was not known how

much change  in  synaptic  strength  in  vivo or  in  vitro leads  to  hippocampal

hyperexcitability,  leading to epilepsy.  Therefore, the changes in synaptic strengths

between neurons were arbitrarily assumed. While reducing the pyramidal dendritic

inhibition (numbered 1 in parenthesis, Fig 3.4), the following network connectivity

changes were assumed and systematically simulated (Figure 3.4)
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Figure 3.4: Stepwise simulation of network connectivity changes leading to epileptic activity  in a
CA3 network. Blue arrows with ‘+’ sign show strengthened synaptic responses, red arrows with ‘-’
sign show weakened synaptic responses. The dashed arrow from OLM to pyramidal cell shows input
condition  -  reduced  dendritic  inhibition.  The  number  in  parenthesis  show  sequence  of  network
changes. PYR - pyramidal cell, BAS - basket cell, OLM - Oriens-Lacunosum Moleculare interneuron.

> The  excitability  of  pyramidal  cells  is  increased  due  to  increased  reception  of

external excitatory inputs. (numbered (2), Fig 3.4)

> The enhanced excitability of pyramidal  cells  along with their  mutual  recurrent

connectivity strengthens the communication between them. This increases the overall

excitatory output from pyramidal cell population and excites the connected cells (3).

> The  highly  excited  pyramidal  cells  strongly  excite  basket  cells  and  OLM

interneurons (4)

> The increased excitability of basket cells increases the recurrent inhibition between

them, further disinhibiting the pyramidal cells (5 & 6).

The  increased  excitability  of  pyramidal  cells  increases  the  drive  to  OLM
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interneurons  but  the  reduced  strength  of  connection  from  OLM  interneurons  to

pyramidal cells prevents effective dendritic inhibition of pyramidal cells. These set of

processes lead to overall hyperexcitability in the network. The increase in reception

of  external  excitatory  inputs  by  the  pyramidal  cells  due  to  sprouting  and  spine

formation  in  their  distal  apical  dendrites  has  been  reported  in  the  literature

(McAllister, 2000) and hence justifies the simulation.

Based on these proposed network changes, two representative conditions are

shown - reduction of OLM interneuron to pyramidal cell connectivity to:

1) 50% (50% impairment of dendritic inhibition) of the baseline (Figure 3.5 (a)) and

2) 30% (70% impairment of dendritic inhibition)  (Figure 3.5 (b)) of the baseline

along  with  corresponding  changes  in  strength  of  connectivity  between  the  other

neurons.

Figure 3.5: Network connectivity changes when dendritic inhibition reduces to 50% (0.5x) of the
baseline  (A)  and  30%  (0.3x)  of  the  baseline  (B).  PYR-pyramidal  cell,  OLM-Oriens-Lacunosum
Moleculare interneuron, BAS- Basket Cell.

The following changes  in  connectivity were simulated while  reducing the

connectivity from OLM to pyramidal cells to 50% of the baseline (50% impairment).

Compared to baseline normal levels,

> the reception of external excitatory inputs by pyramidal cells at their distal apical
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dendrites doubled (2x)

> the recurrent connectivity between pyramidal cells strengthened by four times (4x)

>  the  excitatory  drive  received  by  OLM  interneurons  and  basket  cells  from

pyramidal cells strengthened twice (2x)

> basket cell to basket cell inhibitory interactions strengthened twice (2x)

>  inhibition  received  by pyramidal  cells  and  OLM interneurons  from basket  cells

reduced to 80% of baseline (0.8x)

The changes in connectivity simulated with reduction of OLM to pyramidal

cell connectivity to 30% of baseline (70% impairment) are as follows. Compared to

baseline normal levels,

>  external  excitatory  inputs  received  by  pyramidal  cells  at  their  distal  apical

dendrites increased by four times (4x)

> the recurrent connectivity between pyramidal cells strengthened by eight times (8x)

>  the  excitatory  drive  received  by  OLM  interneurons  and  basket  cells  from

pyramidal cells strengthened by four times (4x)

> basket cell to basket cell inhibitory interactions strengthened by four times (4x)

>  inhibition  received  by pyramidal  cells  and  OLM interneurons  from basket  cells

reduced to 50% of baseline (0.5x)

3.5 SIMULATING HIGH EXTRACELLULAR POTASSIUM CONDITION

The enhancement of extracellular potassium [K+]O levels in the network was

simulated as an effect of overall excitatory activity in the network. With enhanced

extracellular potassium concentration, two important parameters were considered –

the  reversal  potential  of  potassium  EK and  the  reversal  potential  of  inhibitory
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synapses,  EGABA.  The  changes  in  extracellular  potassium  affects  chloride  (Cl-)

transport. High extracellular potassium is reported to increase Cl− influx through the

sodium-potassium-chloride co-transporter NKCC1 (Id Bihi et. al, 2005). This results

in  depolarization of  E_GABA which could impair  inhibitory control  of  recurrent

excitations in hippocampal networks. 

After characterizing the baseline activity of the normally connected network

(theta-modulated  gamma  oscillations),  the  reduction  of  OLM  to  pyramidal  cell

connectivity was simulated in two steps - 20% impairment in dendritic inhibition

(80% OLM to pyramidal connectivity,  Figure 3.6 (left))  and 30% impairment  in

dendritic inhibition (70% OLM to pyramidal connectivity,  Figure 3.6 (right)) with

increase in extracellular potassium levels accordingly. The details are as below:

Figure 3.6: Scheme of connectivity in the CA3 network. Left: Network changes due to 20% impaired
dendritic inhibition (OLM – Pyr connectivity 80% (0.8X), underlined); Right: Network changes due
to  30%  impaired  dendritic  inhibition  (OLM  –  Pyr  connectivity  70%  (0.7X),underlined).  The
extracellular potassium concentrations [K+]o and reversal potential of GABA (EGABA)are shown for
each case.
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First, in the baseline model, the strength of OLM to pyramidal cell connection

was reduced to 80% of baseline connectivity (20% impaired dendritic inhibition). In

this condition, compared to baseline levels,

> The external excitatory input reception by pyramidal cells enhanced by 20% (1.2x)

> The strength of recurrent connectivity between pyramidal cells was doubled (2x)

> The strength of connectivity of pyramidal cell to basket cells, basket cell to basket 

cell and pyramidal to OLM cells were also enhanced by 20% (1.2x)

> The strength of connectivity from basket cell to pyramidal and basket cell to OLM 

interneurons was reduced to 90% of baseline (0.9x)

> The extracellular potassium levels were increased to 6 mM (EK = -85 mV, applying

Nernst Equation) and EGABA was made slightly more positive to -78 mV from the

baseline of -80 mV.

Second,  in  the  baseline  model,  the  strength  of  OLM  to  pyramidal  cell

connection was reduced to 70% of baseline connectivity (30% impairment). In this

condition, compared to baseline levels,

> The external excitatory input reception by pyramidal cells enhanced by 50% (1.5x)

> The strength of recurrent connectivity between pyramidal cells was tripled (3x)

> The strength of connectivity of pyramidal cell to basket cells, basket cell to basket

cell and pyramidal to OLM cells were also enhanced by 50% (1.5x).

> The strength of connectivity from basket cell to pyramidal and basket cell to OLM

interneurons was reduced to 85% of baseline (0.85x)

>  The  extracellular  potassium  levels  was  increased  to  7.1  mM  (EK =  -80  mV,

applying Nernst Equation) and EGABA was made slightly more positive to -75 mV

from the baseline of -80 mV.
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3.6  SIMULATING THE EFFECT OF ENHANCED HCN CONDUCTANCE

g(Ih) IN THE NETWORK

3.6.1 Effect on normal baseline network.

To study the effect of enhancing g(Ih) in the network, initially its value was

changed in one type of neuron at a time. This approach was taken to isolate the role

of Ih for that type of cell and its contribution in epileptogenesis.  First,  g(Ih) was

enhanced  to  two,  four  and  six  times  the  baseline  in  pyramidal  neurons  alone,

followed by changes in basket cells alone and then in OLM cells alone. Thereafter,

g(Ih) was simultaneously enhanced in all three neuron types simultaneously to two,

four and six times its baseline value.

3.6.2 Effect on epileptic network.

The effect of enhanced (g(Ih)) was tested on the network which generated

epileptiform activity  due  to  30% impairment  in  dendritic  inhibition  (Figure  3.6,

Right). This was done to study the expected effect of g(Ih)-modifying drugs. The

g(Ih) was increased in all three neuron types simultaneously by two, four and six

times the baseline values to study changes in network activity. 

The effect of enhanced (g(Ih)) was further tested on the networks with 50%

and  70%  impairment  in  dendritic  inhibition  with  extracellular  potassium  levels

maintained at 7.1 mM itself (Figure 3.7). The g(Ih) was enhanced in all three neuron

types uniformly by two, four and six times the baseline values in these networks.
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Figure 3.7 The networks with 50% and 70% impairment in dendritic inhibition (A and B respectively)
with extracellular potassium levels maintained at 7.1 mM itself to test effect of enhanced g(Ih).

 3.7 SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS

The simulations were run on a quad core 2.66 GHz Linux based 64-bit system

using the NEURON simulator with Python interpreter (Hines et al, 2009; Carnevale

& Hines, 2006). A single simulation (5s, 1200 neurons) with a time step of 0.1 ms

took about 5 minutes to run. More than 1000 simulations have been done for the

entire study. For the part of the study on increased extracellular potassium and effect

of drugs, a single simulation (3.2 s, 1200 neurons) took approximately 3.5 minutes to

run with a fixed time step of 0.1 ms. The output of the simulations including the

individual cell firing patterns and local field potentials were saved as text files. The

data were imported to the software pClamp v.10 (Molecular Devices Inc, USA) for

analysis. In all the simulated outputs, the first 200 ms of data required for baseline

stabilization was discarded. Analysis of the data included average firing frequency of

each type  of  neuron,  synchronous  activity between the  neuron types,  changes  in

firing rates of individual cell types, theta and gamma frequencies and their power.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

4.1 CHANGES IN NEURONAL CONNECTIVITY  IN THE NETWORK

4.1.1 Baseline Network Activity

The baseline CA3 network comprising of pyramidal cells, basket cells, and

OLM interneurons generated theta-modulated gamma oscillations with inputs from

Medial Septum  (MS) as simulated in the Local Field Potential  (Figure 4.1).  The

inhibitory interactions between pyramidal and basket cells and those between basket

cells generated gamma rhythms. The interactions between pyramidal cells and OLM

interneurons produced theta rhythms (Neymotin et al., 2011). Though the OLM and

basket cells were equally driven by the inputs from MS, the effect on basket cells

was lesser due to the excitatory drive received by basket cells from pyramidal cells

and the interactions between basket cells themselves.

The periodic MS inputs  provided to  the inhibitory neurons every 150 ms

primarily  turned  off  OLM  activity  (Figure  4.2,  Raster  Plot).  This  disinhibited

pyramidal cells as seen from the gradual increase in firing of pyramidal cells after

MS inputs. The pyramidal cells drove both OLM interneurons and basket cells. The

basket cell activation contributed to the amplitude of gamma oscillations. As OLM

interneurons were excited by pyramidal cells, they again start inhibition of pyramidal

cell activity, which reduced LFP and gamma amplitude, until the next MS inputs are

received  by the  interneurons.  The  LFP is  computed  by a  sum of  differences  in

membrane  potential  between  the  most  distal  apical  and  the  basal  dendritic

compartment over all pyramidal cells. The theta and gamma waves generated was a
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result  of  pyramidal-basket,  basket-basket  and  pyramidal-OLM  interactions.  Their

obtained amplitude pattern was similar to that in previous model by Neymotin et. al

(2011).  Due to these sequence of interactions between neuron types,  the network

activity reflected an imposed theta oscillation of 6.7 Hz frequency from the periodic

medial septal activation at every 150 ms. The basket-basket and basket-pyramidal

interactions  resulted  in  gamma  activity  and  measured  ~33  Hz  in  the  LFP.  The

average firing rates (FR) were: 2.36 +/- 0.02 Hz for pyramidal cells, 16.05 +/- 0.15

Hz for basket cells and 0.96 +/- 0.03 Hz for OLM interneurons. 

Figure 4.1 The baseline theta-modulated gamma oscillations and activity of individual cell types. LFP
- Local Field Potential, OLM - OLM Interneurons, BC - Basket Cells, PYR - Pyramidal Cells
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Figure 4.2 Raster Plot showing the spiking activity of 800 pyramidal cells (PYR), 200 basket cells
(BC) and 200 OLM interneurons (OLM) in the network. The black dots represent the medial septum
(MS) inputs to OLM and BC every 150 ms. Many spikes not be visible  due to vertical overlap.

4.1.2 Scenario 1: Effect of reducing dendritic inhibition onto distal dendrites of

CA3 pyramidal neurons.

The strength of connection from OLM interneurons to pyramidal cells was

reduced step by step from 100% to 0%. The FR of all individual cell types increased

with  reduction  in  OLM to  pyramidal  cell  connectivity.  Specifically,  there  was  a

significant increase in firing activity in all three cell types when OLM – pyramidal

cell connectivity was less than 5% (Table 4.1). The FR of pyramidal and basket cells

nearly doubled when the OLM – pyramidal cell connectivity was reduced to 0%:

from 2.36 +/-0.02 Hz at baseline to 4.19 +/-0.04 Hz for pyramidal cells and 16.05 +/-

0.15 Hz to 30.98 +/-0.07 Hz for basket cells. The FR of OLM interneurons almost

tripled, from 0.96 +/- 0.03 Hz to 2.7 +/- 0.03 Hz.

The theta and gamma frequencies remained unchanged  at about 6.7 Hz and
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32-33 Hz respectively (similar to baseline) till  the OLM - pyramidal connectivity

was reduced to 5%. The theta component of the LFP disappeared when the OLM to

pyramidal cell connectivity was reduced to 0% which is total impairment of dendritic

inhibition (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 The local field potential record showing the disappearance of theta component when the
OLM  -  pyramidal  connectivity  is  reduced  to  0%  (top).  The  baseline  theta-modulated  gamma
oscillations are shown for comparison (bottom). The gamma frequency remained the same at around
33 Hz in both cases, but the power of gamma oscillations increased from 2.55 mV2/Hz at baseline to
8.7 mV2/Hz at total impairment of dendritic inhibition.

With the reduction of OLM to pyramidal  cell  connectivity,  the powers  of

theta  and gamma oscillations  varied in  inverse fashion.  The theta  power reduced

from 5.35 mV2/Hz (baseline) to 0.95 mV2/Hz when OLM – pyramidal connectivity

was reduced to 5%. Further, it reduced to 0 at total lack of dendritic inhibition (0%

OLM - pyramidal cell connectivity). On the other hand, the gamma power increased

from 2.55 mV2/Hz (baseline) to 8.7 mV2/Hz at total lack of dendritic inhibition. It

was also observed that the gamma power remained fairly stable around 4 mV2/Hz

when OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity varied between 10% to 40% (Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1  The average firing rate (FR) of cell  types, theta and gamma frequency
components in the LFP and their powers, when dendritic inhibition alone is reduced
stepwise (Scenario 1).

OLM
to Pyr. 
Weight

Pyr
(Hz)

BC
(Hz)

OLM
(Hz)

Theta
Freq
(Hz)

Theta
Power

(mV2/Hz)

Gamma
Freq (Hz)

Gamma
Power

(mV2/Hz)

100% 2.36+/-0.02 16.05+/-0.15 0.96+/-0.03 6.7 5.35 33.2 2.55

80% 2.43+/-0.03 15.96+/-0.16 0.98+/-0.03 6.7 4.6 33.9 1.18

60% 2.51+/-0.03 17.46+/-0.15 0.95+/-0.03 6.7 4.2 32.7 1.3

40% 2.62+/-0.03 18.56+/-0.16 0.95+/-0.03 6.7 4.1 32 3.7

20% 2.76+/-0.03 19.87+/-0.15 1.03+/-0.03 6.7 2.85 32 3.9

10% 2.87+/-0.03 21.62+/-0.15 1.18+/-0.03 6.7 1.45 31.5 4.2

5% 3.08+/-0.03 23.17+/-0.13 1.37+/-0.03 6.7 0.95 31.1 7.8

0% 4.19+/-0.04 30.98+/-0.07 2.7+/-0.04 0 0 32.4 8.7

On reducing OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity, the FR for all three neuron types increased. The
theta frequency was constant at 6.7 Hz (except at 0% connectivity), while gamma frequency varied
slightly. At total impairment of dendritic inhibition (0% OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity), theta
power reduced from 5.35 to 0 mV2/Hz while gamma power increased from 2.55 to 8.7 mV2/Hz.

4.1.3 Scenario 2: Effect of increased external inputs received at distal dendrites

along with loss of dendritic inhibition

With stepwise decrement of OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity, proportional

increments were simulated in  the reception of external  inputs  by pyramidal  cells

through AMPA and NMDA synapses.  The dendritic  inhibition was systematically

reduced from 100% to 80%, 60%, 40%, 20%, 10%, 5% and 0% (total impairment).

The  reception  of  external  inputs  by  the  pyramidal  cells  at  their  distal  apical

compartment was correspondingly  increased from 100% to 120%, 140%, 160%,

180%, 190%, 195% and 200% respectively.
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Until the reduction of OLM to pyramidal connectivity to 20% of baseline, all

the neuron types – pyramidal, basket and OLM interneurons, showed synchronous

activity. Reducing the OLM - pyramidal cell connectivity to 10% resulted in tighter

synchrony of activity of basket cells among themselves  (Figure 4.4, top). Further

reduction of this connectivity to 5% of baseline resulted in desynchronization among

basket cells  (Figure 4.4, middle). The desynchronization of basket cells was more

prominent at total lack of OLM – pyramidal cell connectivity (Figure 4.4, bottom).

The synchrony between OLM cells and pyramidal cells was maintained since the

connectivity from pyramidal cells to OLM cells was not affected.
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Figure  4.4:  Synchrony  between  the  neuron  types  when  strength  of  OLM  to  pyramidal  cell
connectivity is 10% (top), 5% (middle), and 0% (bottom). At 10% connectivity, all cell types showed
synchronous activity; at 5% connectivity, Basket Cells (BC) starts to undergo desynchrony. At 0%, the
BCs  show  a  high  lack  of  synchrony  while,  OLM  and  Pyramidal  cells  (PYR)  still  maintain
synchronous activity.
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To  quantify  the  change  in  synchrony  among  basket  cells,  correlation  of

activity of two arbitrary basket cells (50th and 100th in the network) was analysed at

100%  and  0%  OLM  to  pyramidal  connectivity.  Two  different  time  periods  -  5

seconds and 1 second was taken for correlation analysis for 100% and 0% OLM to

pyramidal cell connectivity. 

The Pearson's formula was used for computing correlation. The coefficient of

correlation r is given by

x̄  and ȳ are averages of x and y; they being the two sets of data-points defining the

signals of interest (basket cell activity). The correlation was taken as a measure of

how synchronous the activity of an arbitrary pair of basket cells was in the network.

On computing the cross-correlation for five seconds of data, at 100% OLM-

Pyramidal cell connectivity, the correlation of the activities of basket cells (50th to

100th) was 57.7% with a lag time of +0.2 ms. At 0% connectivity, it was 33.5% with

lag time of -0.2 ms. Computing similarly for one second of data, at 100% OLM -

pyramidal cell connectivity, the correlation was 56.5% with a lag time of +0.1 ms.

For 0% connectivity,  the correlation reduced to  31.3% with lag time of -0.3 ms.

Overall,  this  indicates  noticeably  reduced  correlation  and  thus  reduced

synchronization of firing activity between basket cells at different connectivities.

With  reduction  in  OLM  -  pyramidal  cell  connectivity  and  simultaneous

increase  in  the  reception  of  external  excitatory  inputs  by  pyramidal  cells,  the
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individual cell FRs showed fairly linear increment (Table 4.2). The FR at 100% and

0% OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity respectively were 2.36 +/- 0.02 Hz and 6.14

+/- 0.05 Hz for pyramidal cells, 16.05 +/-0.15 Hz and 24.26 +/-0.44 Hz for basket

cells  and  0.96  +/-0.03  Hz  and  4.98  +/-0.04  Hz  for  OLM  interneurons.  This

qualitative observation from Table 4.2 is justified by performing regression analysis.

For pyramidal cell FR, the R2 = 0.75; for basket cell FR, the R2 = 0.72 and for OLM

interneurons FR,  the R2 = 0.84 (Figure 4.5)

Table 4.2 Changes in cell firing rates (FR), theta and gamma frequencies and their
power in when dendritic Inhibition is reduced and reception of external inputs by
pyramidal cells increased simultaneously.

OLM
to Pyr. 
Weight

Ext.
excit.

i/p

Pyr
(Hz)

BC
(Hz)

OLM
(Hz)

Theta
Freq
Hz

Theta
Power

mV2/Hz

Gamma
Freq 
 Hz

Gamma
Power

 mV2/Hz

100% 100% 2.36+/-0.02 16.05+/-0.15 0.96+/-0.03 6.7 5.35 33.2 2.55

80% 120% 2.66+/-0.03 19.88+/-0.14 1.11+/-0.03 6.7 5.4 32.5 2.4

60% 140% 2.9+/-0.03 21.04+/-0.15 1.42+/-0.03 6.7 4.1 32.4 5.3

40% 160% 3.19+/-0.03 22.15+/-0.15 1.93+/-0.03 6.7 2.2 31.7 3.6

20% 180% 3.67+/-0.04 23.97+/-0.15 2.64+/-0.04 6.7 2 32.7 6.5

10% 190% 4.24+/-0.04 26.08+/-0.15 3.35+/-0.03 6.7 1.16 33.9 11.4

5% 195% 4.5+/-0.04 21.08+/-0.25 3.69+/-0.03 6.7 0.65 37.8 1.55

0% 200% 6.14+/-0.05 24.26+/-0.44 4.98+/-0.04 0 0 38.8 1.32

The FR of pyramidal and OLM cells increased while that of basket cells showed an initial increase
and then a decrease. The theta frequency remained at 6.7 Hz except at 0% connectivity. The gamma
frequency varied from 33.2 Hz at 100% connectivity to 38.8 Hz at 0% connectivity. The theta power
reduced from 5.35 to 0 mV2/Hz; gamma power increased from 2.55 at  100% connectivity to 6.5
mV2/Hz at 20% connectivity and dropped to 1.32 mV2/Hz at 0% connectivity.
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Figure 4.5: Regression analysis confirming the linear increment in firing activity of each cell type
under Scenario 2

The theta oscillations had a constant frequency of 6.7 Hz till  the OLM to

pyramidal connectivity was reduced to 5% of the baseline, owing to strong pacing

from MS at  this  frequencyA.  t  lower than  10% of  this  connectivity,  the  gamma

frequency increased from around 33 Hz to 38-39 Hz. As in scenario 1, the theta

power dropped down from  5.35 mV2/Hz to 0 at total loss of dendritic inhibition. The

power of gamma oscillations showed a notable increase from 6.5 mV2/Hz to 11.4

mV2/Hz with reduction of OLM – pyramidal cell connectivity from 20% to 10%.

But, at 5% of this connectivity, the gamma power dropped sharply to 1.55 mV2/Hz.

Special Condition: From the above observations, it was felt that 10% connectivity

from OLM to pyramidal cells was a notable level of impairment where transition of

network behaviour occurred. Hence, a special condition was tested at this point. The

reception of external excitatory inputs by the pyramidal cells at their distal apical
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dendritic compartment was increased by eight times over and above the already set

increment of 1.9 times (190%), thus making an overall increase of their reception by

about 15 times the baseline levels. This resulted in  depolarization block (DB) of

basket cells, a state where the capability of basket cells to generate action potentials

is blocked due to excessive excitatory drive from the pyramidal cells. This DB of

basket cells started 1.45 seconds after the start of the simulation. The output LFP

showed  a  characteristic  epileptic  pattern  (Figure  4.6). This  simulated  epileptic

pattern  was  comparable  to  published  experimental  results  (Cymerblit-Sabba  &

Yitzhak Schiller (J Neurophysiol 107:1718-1730, 2012, Fig.2, p.1721 – Ictal Phase-

I); Isaev et. al (Hippocampus 17:210–219,2007, Fig.6B-b (left panel), p.216)).  The

synchrony  between  OLM  cells  and  pyramidal  cells  was  maintained  since  the

connectivity from pyramidal cells to OLM cells was not affected (Figure 4.7).

The individual cell FR before the depolarization block of basket cells were

10.45+/-0.1 Hz for pyramidal cells, 44.2+/-0.24 Hz for basket cells and 11.52+/-0.07

Hz  for  OLM  interneurons.  After  the  DB of  basket  cells,  the  firings  rates  were

19.09+/-0.09 Hz for pyramidal cells and 18.56+/-0.03 Hz for OLM interneurons. 
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Figure 4.6 The depolarization block (DB) of basket cells (BC) leading to epileptic pattern in the local
field potential (LFP) record. The DB was caused when the reception of external excitatory inputs by
the pyramidal  cells  at  their  apical  dendrites  was increased by about  15 times the  baseline  levels
simultaneous with 90% impairment in dendritic inhibition. The firing of OLM interneurons (OLM)
and pyramidal cells (PYR) are also shown.

Figure 4.7 Raster plot showing the DB of basket cells (BC) and maintenance of synchronous activity
between the OLM interneurons (OLM) and pyramidal cells (PYR).
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It  is  observed that  90% impairment  of  dendritic  inhibition  combined

with about 15 times increment in the reception of external excitatory inputs by

pyramidal cells  led to depolarization block of basket cells and ensuing epileptic

activity in the network due to impaired dendritic inhibition (structural change).

No changes were further simulated at the synapses between the various types of

neurons in the network.

4.1.4 Scenario 3: Effect of changes in connectivity at all synapses in the network.

In  this  scenario,  two  conditions  were  simulated:  reduction  of  OLM

interneuron  to  pyramidal  cell  connectivity  initially  to  50%  (50%  impairment  of

dendritic  inhibition)  and  then  to  30% (70% impairment  of  dendritic  inhibition).

Changes in strength of connectivity at  all  synapses were simulated as detailed in

Figure 3.5 (page 34) in the chapter ‘Materials and Methods’.

Reducing the OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity to 50% of the baseline, the

FR for pyramidal cells, basket cells and OLM cells changed from baseline values to

1.93 +/- 0.02 Hz, 10.58 +/- 0.24 Hz and 3.52 +/- 0.04 Hz respectively. The theta

component  in  the LFP had a frequency of 6.8 Hz and gamma component  had a

frequency of 34.9 Hz. The powers of theta and gamma components were 0.4 mv2/Hz

and 0.36 mv2/Hz respectively. The baseline theta modulated gamma oscillations were

disrupted  (not  specifically  shown);  the  basket  cells  showed  desynchrony  among

themselves and with other neurons in the network (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8  Intermittent desynchrony of basket cells due to 50% impairment in dendritic inhibition
with simultaneous changes in network connectivity in Scenario 3.

On  reducing  the  OLM  to  pyramidal  cell  connectivity  to  30%  (70%

impairment of dendritic inhibition), along with other changes in network connectivity

(detailed in ‘Materials and Methods’, page 34), the basket cells were observed to

enter DB similar to Scenario 2. The DB of basket cells started 1.3 seconds after the

start  of  the  simulation.  The  simulated  network  response  (LFP)  showed  a

characteristic  epileptic  (ictal-tonic)  pattern  (Figure 4.9).  The corresponding raster

plot is shown in (Figure 4.10). This is comparable to published experimental results

(Isaev et.al, 2007; Cymerblit-Sabba & Schiller, 2012).
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Figure 4.9 The depolarization block (DB) of basket cells (BC) leading to epileptic pattern in the local
field potential (LFP) record. The DB was caused when the OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity was
reduced  to  30%  of  baseline  (70%  impaired  dendritic  inhibition),  and  simultaneous  changes  in
connection strengths at all synapses in the network (Fig. 3.5, Materials and Methods, page 34). The
firing of OLM interneurons (OLM) and pyramidal cells (PYR) are also shown

Figure 4.10  Raster plot showing the DB of basket cells (BC) and continuing synchronous activity
between the OLM interneurons (OLM) and pyramidal cells (PYR).

The FR of the various cell types before DB of basket cells were: 3.14 +/- 0.06

Hz for pyramidal cells, 13.9 +/- 0.39 Hz for basket cells and 11.6 +/- 0.11 Hz for

OLM interneurons. The frequency of theta and gamma components were 10 Hz and
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32.7  Hz  respectively,  and  their  powers  0.175  mv2/Hz  and  0.0075  mv2/Hz

respectively.  After  the  DB of  basket  cells,  the  FR of  pyramidal  and  OLM cells

increased to 7.17 +/- 0.03 Hz and 23.8 +/- 0.05 Hz respectively, which were more

than double the values before the DB. The theta frequency remained at 10 Hz while

its  power  increased  to  5.4  mv2/Hz.  The  basket  cells  being  inactive,  the  gamma

frequency power components were absent in the LFP.

Therefore,  70%  impairment  in  dendritic  inhibition  and  four  times

increment in reception of external excitatory inputs by pyramidal cells along

with plasticities at all the synapses in the network  led to depolarization block of

basket  cells  and  ensuing  epileptic  activity  in  the  network  due  to  impaired

dendritic inhibition (structural change).

4.2  CHANGES  IN  CHEMICAL  ENVIRONMENT:  INCREASE  IN

EXTRACELLULAR POTASSIUM

The increase in extracellular potassium is a realistic effect of hyperexcitability

in  neuronal  network.  This  effect  was  simulated  to  investigate  its  influence  on

network behaviour and its contribution to generation of epileptic activity. For this

part of the work, HCN channel conductance was  incorporated into basket cells to

make the model more neurobiologically realistic. The baseline activity was simulated

first and then the effect of increased extracellular potassium was investigated.

4.2.1 Baseline Network Activity

The  baseline  CA3  neuronal  network  produced  theta-modulated  gamma

oscillations in the LFP (Figure 4.11), with synchrony between the cell types (Figure

4.12). This was found to be similar to the baseline activity mentioned earlier in this
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thesis  (Figure  4.1,  page  41).  The inhibitory interactions  between  soma-inhibiting

basket cells  and pyramidal cells and those between basket cells produced gamma

rhythms, while the interactions between pyramidal cells  and OLM cells produced

theta rhythms (Neymotin et. al, 2011; Sanjay et. al, 2015). The network generated a

fixed theta frequency of 6.7 Hz due to MS inputs at every 150 ms to OLM and basket

cells while the gamma frequency component was 34.2 Hz. As previously mentioned,

effect of MS inputs on basket cells was lower due to interactions between basket

cells themselves and an increased drive provided to basket cells by pyramidal cells.

The FR of the cell types were 2.32 +/- 0.03 Hz for pyramidal cells, 15.19 +/- 0.22 for

basket cells and 1.03 +/- 0.04 Hz for OLM interneurons. The powers of theta and

gamma components in the LFP were 2.95 mV2/Hz and 0.52 mV2/Hz respectively.

Figure  4.11  The  baseline  activity  of  normal  intact  network  after  incorporating  HCN  channel
conductances in basket cells along with the individual cell-type activities: PYR - Pyramidal Cells,
OLM - OLM Interneurons, BC - Basket Cells 
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Figure  4.12  Raster  plot  showing  synchronous  activity  between  the  neuron  types  in  the  normal
baseline network. OLM - OLM interneurons, BC - Basket Cells, PYR - Pyramidal Cells

4.2.2 Impairment of dendritic inhibition by 20% 

 The strength of connectivity from OLM to pyramidal cells was reduced to

80% of baseline (20% impairment in dendritic inhibition), external inputs received

by the pyramidal cells was simultaneously enhanced by 20%, connectivity changes

were  simulated  at  all  synapses  in  the  network  and  extracellular  potassium  was

enhanced to 6 mM (Fig. 3.6, Materials and Methods, page 36). In this condition, the

FR of pyramidal and basket cells were 2.25 +/- 0.03 and 16.95 +/- 0.23 Hz, which

were close to baseline values. However, the FR of OLM cells increased by about

twice the baseline values to  1.93 +/-  0.04 Hz. The theta and gamma frequencies

remained the same at 6.7 Hz and 34.2 Hz respectively. However, the theta power

reduced from baseline 2.95 mV2/Hz to 1.22 mV2/Hz and gamma power from baseline

0.52 mV2/Hz to 0.45 mV2/Hz.  The LFP record showed minor variations as compared

to the baseline activity (Figure 4.13).
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Figure 4.13 Local Field Potential (LFP) record when there is 20% impaired dendritic inhibition and
associated network and chemical changes (bottom trace), compared with the baseline LFP (top trace)

4.2.3 Impairment of dendritic inhibition by 30%

The  strength of connectivity from OLM to pyramidal cells was reduced to

70% of baseline (30% impairment in dendritic inhibition), external inputs received

by the pyramidal cells simultaneously enhanced by 50%, connectivity changes were

simulated at all synapses in the network and extracellular potassium was enhanced to

7.1 mM (Fig. 3.6, Materials and Methods, page 36). In this condition, the basket cells

entered a  state of depolarization block (DB).The output LFP showed characteristic

epileptic  activity  (Figure  4.14).  The  pyramidal  cells  and  OLM  interneurons

displayed synchronous activity with each other (Figure 4.15). This DB was observed

at   the  start  of  simulation  itself.  The  FR  for  the  pyramidal  cells  and  OLM

interneurons during this state were 4.85 +/- 0.04 Hz and 9.5 +/- 0.03 Hz respectively.

Hence, it can be interpreted that the pyramidal cell activity close to 5 Hz drove the

basket cells to DB. The simulated epileptic activity is similar to the experimental

results (Cymerblit-Sabba and Schiller, Fig.2, p.1721 – Ictal Phase-I and Isaev et. al

,Fig.6B-b (left panel), p.216).
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Figure 4.14 Firing activity of  three types of cells along with the local field potential (LFP) record in
the epileptic network. The depolarization block of basket cells due to excessive excitatory drive from
pyramidal cells was observed right from the start  of the simulation. PYR - Pyramidal Cell,  BC -
Basket Cell, OLM - OLM Interneuron

Figure 4.15 The depolarization block of basket cells (BC) due to excessive excitatory drive from
pyramidal cells (PYR). The synchronous activity between OLM interneurons (OLM) and pyramidal
cells can be seen.
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Hence, it can be concluded that changes in chemical environment viz.,

enhancement in extracellular potassium concentration in this case had a much

significant  role  in  causing  hyperexcitability  in  the  network.  While  70%  of

impairment in dendritic inhibition along with network connectivity changes led

to  a pathological  state  in  the  previous part  of  the  study,  it  is  observed that

enhanced extracellular potassium (chemical change) led to a pathological state

at 30% impairment in dendritic inhibition (structural change) itself.

4.3 CONTROL OF EPILEPTIC ACTIVITY

Drugs  like  gabapentin  and  lamotrigine  used  to  treat  epilepsy,  act  by

increasing  HCN  currents  by  increasing  the  channel  conductance,  g(Ih)  without

changing  other  parameters  significantly  (Poolos  et.al,  2002;  Surges  et.al,  2003).

Increased dosage of these drugs increases Ih conductance in neurons. In this part of

the  study,  the  effect  of  enhancing  this  conductance  in  any  one  type  of  cell

(Pyramidal/OLM/BC) in the normal baseline network was initially  studied , while

keeping  it  unchanged  in   other  cell  types.  This  approach  was  taken  to  study in

isolation the role of g(Ih) for that type of cell and its contribution in epileptogenesis.

Next, g(Ih) was uniformly changed in all three cell types in the normal network to

study the changes in network behaviour. Finally, g(Ih) was enhanced uniformly in all

neurons in the epileptic network.

4.3.1 Effect of enhanced g(Ih) on different neuron types of the normal baseline

network.

When g(Ih) was increased in pyramidal cells alone to twice, four times and

six times its baseline, it led to enhanced firing activity and that of connected basket
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and OLM cells in the network, consistent with published results (Neymotin et al,

2013). However, there was no DB of the basket cells despite increased drive from

pyramidal cells (> 5 Hz). When g(Ih) was increased to twice, four times and six

times the baseline in basket cells alone, it led to their enhanced firing activity while

other two cells did not show large changes. When g(Ih) was increased to twice, four

times and six times the baseline in OLM cells alone, the pyramidal and basket cell

activity  was suppressed.  Thus,  it  signifies  the  relatively high  inhibitory effect  of

OLM interneurons in the whole network.  Table 4.3 summarises the FR of cells for

the above conditions.

Table 4.3 Change in firing rates (FR) of individual cell types when g(Ih) is enhanced
separately in each type of neuron.

Change in g(Ih) 

in pyr. cell alone

Pyramidal
Cell FR (Hz)

Change in g(Ih)
in BC alone

Basket Cell
FR (Hz)

Change in g(Ih) in

OLM cell alone

OLM

FR (Hz)

1x 2.32 +/- 0.03 1x 15.19 +/- 0.22 1x 1.03 +/- 0.04

2x 2.65 +/- 0.03 2x 18.34 +/- 0.18 2x 3.05 +/- 0.03

4x 3.86 +/- 0.02 4x 19.79 +/- 0.15 4x 6.81 +/- 0.02

6x 5.36 +/- 0.02 6x 21.8 +/- 0.17 6x 10.2 +/- 0.02

It is seen that all three types of neurons generally had increased excitability with enhanced g(Ih) in
them. 1x: baseline value; 2x, 4x, 6x: two, four and six times the baseline, respectively.

4.3.2 Effect of enhanced g(Ih) on the whole baseline normal network.

When  g(Ih)  was  increased  to  twice  the  baseline  in  all  three  cell  types

simultaneously  without  making  any  changes  in  their  connectivity,  the  FR  of

pyramidal cell reduced to about two-thirds, and basket cells to three-fourths of their

respective baseline values. However, the FR of OLM interneurons increased by about

four-times from its baseline value (Table 4.4).
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Table 4.4  Change in firing rates of individual  cell  types when g(Ih) is  enhanced
simultaneously in all types of neurons in a normal baseline network.

Change in g(Ih) Pyramidal Cell (Hz) Basket Cell (Hz) OLM Interneuron (Hz)

1x 2.32 +/- 0.03 15.19 +/- 0.22 1.03 +/- 0.04 

2x 1.53 +/- 0.03 11.7 +/- 0.15 3.66 +/- 0.03

4x 1.1 +/- 0.02 11.35 +/- 0.12 7.24 +/- 0.02

6x 0.23 +/- 0.01 4.3 +/- 0.08 10.2 +/- 0.02

It is seen that OLM interneurons had notably increasing rates of firing with increase in g(Ih) that led to
decreased firing of pyramidal neurons and connected basket cells.1x: baseline value; 2x, 4x, 6x: two,
four and six times the baseline, respectively.

When  g(Ih)  was  further  increased  to  four  times  the  baseline  value,  the

pyramidal cells FR further dropped to 1.1 Hz (< ½ of the baseline pyramidal FR).

The basket cells, FR showed a decrement to 11.35 HZ while the OLM cells showed a

seven times  increase  compared to  baseline  values  (7.24 Hz as  against  1.03 Hz).

Increasing g(Ih) further to six times the baseline value almost silenced pyramidal

cells (FR 0.23 Hz) . The basket cell activity also dropped down to about one-fourth

of  its  baseline  value  (4.3 Hz as  compared to  15.2 Hz baseline),  while  the  OLM

interneuron FR increased to 10.2 Hz which is about ten times the baseline FR.

This implies that enhancing g(Ih) in all three cell types simultaneously and

without making any changes in network connectivity led to increased firing of OLM

interneurons but decreased FR of pyramidal and basket cells. Clearly, increased g(Ih)

led  to  considerable  increased  FR  of  OLM,  leading  to  significant  control  of

excitability of pyramidal cells. This reduction in FR of pyramidal cells, reduced the

excitatory  drive  to  basket  cells  and  hence  the  decrement  in  their  FR  as  well.

Importantly, OLM interneurons have considerable influence over the network under

both  conditions  i.e  increment  in  g(Ih)  in  OLM alone  or  uniformly in  the  entire
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network. This suggests that OLM interneurons exert considerable control over the

excitatory activity of pyramidal cells and the network.

4.3.3 Effect of enhanced g(Ih) in an epileptic network.

To simulate the effect of drugs like gabapentin and lamotrigine, g(Ih) was

enhanced uniformly in all the cells in the epileptic network (30% impaired dendritic

inhibition).  The  DB  of  basket  cells  and  the  typical  epileptiform  activity  were

abolished when g(Ih) was increased to twice the baseline values (Figures 4.16) and

the  pyramidal  cells  started  driving  other  cells   in  the  network,  restoring  normal

network activity (Figure 4.17). The FR of pyramidal, basket and OLM interneurons

were 1.42 +/- 0.02 Hz, 12.13 +/- 0.21 Hz and 5.92 +/- 0.03 Hz respectively. The

frequencies of theta and gamma oscillations were 6.8 Hz and 33.3 Hz respectively

and spectral powers were 0.4 mV2/Hz and 0.14 mV2/Hz respectively (Table 4.5). 

Table 4.5: Change in firing rates of individual cell types when g(Ih) was  enhanced
simultaneously in all types of neurons in an epileptic network caused due to 30%
impairment of dendritic inhibition. 

Change in g(Ih) Pyramidal Cell (Hz) Basket Cell (Hz) OLM Interneuron (Hz)

1x 4.85 +/- 0.04 0 +/- 0 (DB) 9.7 +/- 0.03 

2x 1.42 +/- 0.02 12.1 +/- 0.21 5.92 +/- 0.03

4x 0.84 +/- 0.01 9.36 +/- 0.11 9.88 +/- 0.03

6x 1.71 +/- 0.01 12.08 +/- 0.11 14.48 +/- 0.02

As in previous cases, OLM interneurons had notably increased firing rates with increase in g(Ih), even
though their connectivity to pyramidal cells was reduced by 30%. This  led to decreased pyramidal
cell firing and hence the controlled overall network activity. DB - Depolarization Block. 1x: baseline
value; 2x, 4x, 6x: two, four and six times the baseline, respectively.
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Figure 4.16 Firing activity of the three types of cells along with the local field potential record in a
recovered network when g(Ih) is increased to twice the baseline. On increasing g(Ih) in the whole
network, the depolarization block of basket cells is eliminated and the interactions between the three
cell types are re-established with modified firing patterns.

Figure 4.17  Raster plot showing the firing activity of  three types of cells in a recovered network
when g(Ih) was increased to twice the baseline in all cells in  the network. The depolarization block of
basket cells is eliminated and the interactions between three cell types are re-established with the
pyramidal cells driving the other cells in the network.
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The OLM interneurons seemed to play a significant role in eliminating DB.

The  enhanced  FR  of  OLM  interneurons  exerted  considerable  inhibition  on  the

excitatory activity of pyramidal cells thereby reducing the excitatory inputs to basket

cells, relieving them from DB. With this, the network dynamics change further and

the  interactions  between all  three  types  of  neurons  are  re-established,  leading to

modified FR of the cells as described above. The enhanced FR of OLM interneurons

due  to  increased  g(Ih),  enabled  them to  control  hyperexcitability  even  when  the

inhibition was reduced by 30% (70% OLM to pyramidal connectivity maintained).

When g(Ih) was increased to four and six times the baseline value, the DB of

basket cells was eliminated, thus  abolishing  typical epileptiform activity. At g(Ih) =

4x,  the  frequency and power of  theta  component  was 6.8  Hz and 0.11  mV2/Hz,

however frequency and power weren't distinctly clear for the gamma component. At

g(Ih) = 6x, the frequencies of theta and gamma oscillations were 6.8 Hz and 35.5 Hz

respectively and had spectral powers of 0.22 mV2/Hz and 0.3 mV2/Hz, respectively.

To further understand the ability of g(Ih) to bring the network out of DB, the

effect  of  enhanced  g(Ih)  on  networks  with  50%  and  70%  impaired  dendritic

inhibition  with  enhanced  extracellular  potassium  was  tested.  The  extracellular

potassium level was maintained at 7.1 mM itself and EGABA at -75 mV itself in these

networks. The g(Ih) was increased to twice, four times and six times the baseline

values in all the constituent neurons in these two networks. It was observed that the

DB of basket cells and epileptic activity in the LFP were abolished in the network

with 50% impaired dendritic inhibition. However, the  elimination of basket cell DB

and suppression of epileptiform activity were NOT observed in the network with

70% impaired dendritic inhibition (Figure 4.18).
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Figure 4.18: Local Field Potential records showing the effect of increased HCN channel conductance
g(Ih)  in  networks  with  50  and  70% impairments  in  dendritic  inhibition  and  associated  chemical
changes as shown above each trace (DI - Dendritic Inhibition, 2x and 6x - twice and six times the
baseline  values).  It  may  be  noted  that  the  epileptic  activity  could  not  be  eliminated  even  with
increasing the g(Ih) six times the baseline level in the network with highly impaired (70%) DI.

These results (summarized in Table 4.7) show that the elimination of DB of

basket  cells  happens due to the reduced drive they receive from pyramidal  cells,

which in turn, is due to enhanced dendritic inhibition of pyramidal cells. At high

impairments  of  dendritic  inhibition,  the  pyramidal  cells  are  unable  to  reduce  the

excitatory  drive  of  basket  cells.  Hence,  the  basket  cells  sustain  DB  and  the

epileptiform activity persists.

Therefore, it is observed that the OLM interneurons played a prominent

role  in  controlling  the  hyperexcitability  and  recovery  of  balanced  network

activity due to enhanced HCN channel conductance, even when the dendritic

inhibition provided by them was impaired. The recovery of balanced network

activity  was  limited  to  about  50%  impairment  of  dendritic  inhibition  and

associated  chemical  changes  and  not  applicable  at  higher  impairments  of

dendritic inhibition. 
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The following tables 4.6 and  4.7 summarize the conditions tested and those

leading to generation of epileptiform activity and recovery in the simulations.

Table 4.6  Overall summary of conditions tested and those leading to generation of
epileptic activity in the CA3 network

Section No. Condition Tested Epileptic
Activity

4.1.2
Impairment  in  dendritic  inhibition  alone  without  changes  in

reception of external excitatory inputs by pyramidal cells
NO

4.1.3
Impairment  in  dendritic  inhibition  along  with  proportionate

increase in reception of external excitatory inputs by pyramidal

cells

NO

4.1.3
Special

Condition

15 times (excessive high input) reception of external excitatory

inputs at 90% impairment of dendritic inhibition
YES

4.1.4
50%  impairment  in  dendritic  inhibition,  proportionate

increment  in  reception  of  external  excitatory  inputs  by

pyramidal cells and connectivity changes in the network

NO

4.1.4
70%  impairment  in  dendritic  inhibition,  proportionate

increment  in  reception  of  external  excitatory  inputs  by

pyramidal cells and connectivity changes in the network

YES

4.2.2

20%  impairment  in  dendritic  inhibition,  proportionate

increment  in  reception  of  external  excitatory  inputs  by

pyramidal  cells,  connectivity  changes  in  the  network  and

increased extracellular potassium to 6 mM

NO

4.2.3

30%  (and  above)  impairment  in  dendritic  inhibition,

proportionate  increment  in  reception  of  external  excitatory

inputs by pyramidal cells, connectivity changes in the network

and increased extracellular potassium to 7.1 mM

YES
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Table  4.7 Conditions  showing  recovery of  balanced  network  activity  due  to  the
enhanced HCN channel conductance, g(Ih).

Section
No.

Condition tested Increment in g(Ih) Recovery

4.3.2
30%  impairment  in  dendritic  inhibition,

associated network changes and increased

extracellular potassium to 7.1 mM

twice, four times 

and six times the 

baseline level

YES

4.3.2
50%  impairment  in  dendritic  inhibition,

associated network changes and increased

extracellular potassium to 7.1 mM

twice, four times 

and six times the 

baseline level

YES

4.3.2
70%  impairment  in  dendritic  inhibition,

associated network changes and increased

extracellular potassium to 7.1 mM

twice, four times 

and six times the 

baseline level

NO
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Figure 4.19: The overall picture of the various conditions tested and the results observed. 

      DI - Dendritic Inhibition.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

In  this  research  work,  an  in-silico  model  was  used  to  investigate  how

impaired dendritic inhibition of the excitatory pyramidal neurons of the vulnerable

CA3 subfield of hippocampus leads to hyperexcitability, a characteristic feature of

epileptic activity. The network generated theta-modulated gamma oscillations. While

theta oscillations occur during spatial navigation and motor behaviour, the gamma

oscillations occur during processes like learning and memory. Though different cell

assemblies generate these oscillations, they co-occur in synchrony in field potentials

(Colgin  &  Moser,  2010).  In  this  study,  the  strength  of  connectivity  from OLM

interneurons to pyramidal neurons was reduced to simulate impairment in dendritic

inhibition.  In the next  part  of the study,  the increment  in  extracellular  potassium

levels was simulated as a consequence of hyperexcitability due to impaired dendritic

inhibition. Thereafter, the effect of antiepileptic drugs like gabapentin was modelled

by enhancing the conductance of HCN channels  to study how the epileptic  CA3

network responds to various levels of drug dosage. To make this part of the study

realistic,  the  effect  of  drugs  was  tested  on  the  network  that  generated  epileptic

activity  due  to  the  combined  effect  of  neurodegeneration  (impaired  dendritic

inhibition) and chemical imbalance (high extracellular potassium).

5.1 MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

To study how impaired  dendritic  inhibition  leads  to  epileptiform activity,

three  scenarios  were  considered  and  simulated.  First,  the  dendritic  inhibition  to

pyramidal cells was reduced systematically from the baseline 100% connectivity to
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total  impairment  0%,  without  any  other  changes  in  the  network.  Second,  a

simultaneous and proportional increase in the reception of external excitatory inputs

at the distal apical dendritic compartment of pyramidal cells was simulated assuming

this to be a consequence of reduced dendritic inhibition from the OLM neurons. The

relationship between impaired dendritic inhibition and increase in reception of these

external excitatory inputs was assumed to be linear for the purpose of the model due

to unavailability of supporting literature.  Third,  in addition to above changes, the

strengths of connectivity between different neuron types was  also modified. These

scenarios  were  simulated  in  a  stepwise  manner  to  study  systematically  the

contribution  of  changes  in  connectivity  and  inputs  to  the  behaviour  of  the  CA3

network and determine what extent of these changes lead to epileptic activity. Medial

Septum (MS) inputs were simulated as rhythmic GABAergic inhibitory mechanisms

provided to OLM interneurons and basket cells at every 150 ms in all the scenarios.

These rhythmic inputs paced theta oscillations in the baseline network.  The theta

rhythms were resilient to modifications in network connectivity, partially due to the

strong pacing of interneurons due to MS inputs.

 In  the  first  scenario,  on  simulating  impaired  dendritic  inhibition  without

adding  any  other  network  changes,  the  pyramidal  cells  were  disinhibited  and

increased their  activity as indicated by their  enhanced FR.  The basket  and OLM

interneuron  activity  increased  due  to  enhanced  drive  from  pyramidal  cells.  The

increased  basket  cell  activation  raised  the  gamma  power  while  the  decreased

influence of OLM interneurons on pyramidal cells lowered the theta power in the

LFP. The simulated LFP showed disruption of baseline network activity, leading to

total disappearance of theta component at 100% impairment of dendritic inhibition.
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In the second scenario, the reception of external excitatory inputs at the distal

apical  dendritic  compartments  of  pyramidal  cells  was increased.  These simulated

excitatory  inputs  model  those  from  extra-hippocampal  areas,  predominantly  the

entorhinal cortex. The pyramidal cells increased their activity as evidenced from their

enhanced FR. The basket cells received increased drive from the pyramidal cells.

Their activity also increased but to a lesser extent compared to the first scenario (Eg.,

about 24 Hz in second scenario compared to about 31 Hz in first scenario, at total

impairment  of  dendritic  inhibition).  This  may  be  contributed  by  the  enhanced

recurrent GABAergic inhibition (Cutsuridis et.al, 2010) of basket cells. However, the

OLM  interneurons  showed  much  higher  activation  due  to  pyramidal  cells  as

compared with first scenario.

The  reduction  of  OLM  to  pyramidal  cell  connectivity  to  10%  was  of

particular significance. This resulted in change in frequency and power of the gamma

oscillations.  On  reducing  this  connectivity  from 20%  to  10%,  the  frequency  of

gamma oscillations increased from 33 Hz to ~38 Hz and their power from 6.5 to 11.4

mV2/Hz. This could be due to tighter synchrony of the basket cells as seen in the

raster plot  (Results, Figure 4.4 top, page 45). Further reduction of this connectivity

and increase in reception of external excitatory inputs by pyramidal cells led to loss

of synchrony of basket cell activity and sharp drop of gamma power to 1.55 mV2/Hz.

A special condition was tested at 10% OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity by

increasing the reception of external excitatory inputs by pyramidal cells to 15 times

the baseline. The basket cells were observed to enter the state of depolarization block

(DB), whereby there were unable to fire action potentials due to excessive drive from

the pyramidal cells. Thus, the result was further inhibition of an otherwise intact
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and functional  inhibitory  mechanism. The  simulated  overall  network  response

(LFP) showed a pattern characteristic of epileptic activity (ictal-tonic pattern). This

indicated that at such low connectivity (or high impairments of dendritic inhibition -

90%  in  this  case),  a  high  input  received  from  extra-hippocampal  regions  could

trigger pathological activity in the hippocampus. Mainly these external inputs are

received by the CA3 subfield of hippocampus from the adjoining entorhinal cortex,

which in turn receives input from other cortical areas (Amaral, 1993; Witter, 2007).

Hence,  such high inputs  in  the  form of  visual  or  auditory stimuli  could  perhaps

trigger  hyperexcitability  in  the  vulnerable  hippocampus  (Manganotti  et  al,  1998;

Seddigh et. al, 1999).

In  addition  to  impaired  dendritic  inhibition  and  increased  reception  of

external excitatory inputs by pyramidal cells, a change in strength of connectivity

was simulated across all synapses in the network (third scenario). A recording from

the  distal  apical  dendritic  compartment  of  a  representative  pyramidal  neuron

confirms this increase. Occasionally, this enhanced excitatory input reception led to

short  periods  of  tetanic  response  (Figure  5.1).  The  high  recurrent  connectivity

among CA3 pyramidal cells enhanced the excitatory output from the pyramidal cell

population, which further activated the connected basket and OLM interneurons. The

mutual inhibition among the basket cells reduced the inhibitory output which are

received  by  pyramidal  neurons.  This  further  disinhibited  pyramidal  cells  and

resulted in an overall increase of excitatory activity in the network. A total imbalance

between excitatory and inhibitory responses ensued in the network due to the high

excitatory responses.
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Figure 5.1 Inputs received by the distal dendritic compartment of a representative pyramidal neuron
from external sources at baseline connectivity, 50% and 30% OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity
(50% and 70% impaired dendritic inhibition respectively).The increase in the received inputs is clear,
especially at 30% OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity with intermittent tetanic states.

When  the  OLM  to  pyramidal  cell  connectivity  was  reduced  to  50% and

connectivity changes simulated accordingly at other synapses, the network activity

showed a notable change. The basket cells were seen to intermittently lose synchrony

in the network (Results, Figure 4.7, page 51). Presumably, the network activity had

entered a stage of transition to epileptiform activity. On further reduction of OLM to

pyramidal  cell  connectivity to 30% (70% impairment  of dendritic inhibition),  the

basket cells entered DB and a pattern characteristic of epileptic activity (ictal-tonic

activity)  was  observed  in  the  LFP.  Compared  to  the  first  and  second  scenarios

(changing the OLM to pyramidal connectivity alone), the third scenario generated a

characteristic pathological activity at a comparatively earlier stage, i.e., at 30% OLM

to pyramidal cell connectivity or 70% impaired dendritic inhibition. The simulated
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epileptic response in the LFP was comparable to the ictal activity reported in the

literature (Cymerblit-Sabba and Schiller, 2012; Isaev et al, 2007).

5.2 NETWORK CHANGES LEADING TO EPILEPTIC ACTIVITY 

When impairment of dendritic  inhibition alone was simulated without any

changes effected at any other synapse (Scenario 1), the network response changed

from  the  baseline  theta-modulated  gamma  pattern  to  a  full  gamma  pattern.

Simultaneous  gradual  increase of  external  excitatory inputs  received at  the  distal

dendritic compartment of pyramidal cells (Scenario 2) led to a notable change in the

network response at 10% OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity. At this point, a 15

times  increment  of  baseline  levels  of  external  excitatory  inputs  received  by

pyramidal  cells  was  simulated.  The  basket  cells  entered  a  state  of  DB  and  the

synchronous activity due to residual connectivity between the pyramidal and OLM

cells generated a characteristic epileptic pattern.

The inactivity of basket cells due to their DB seemingly contributed to the

ictal-tonic pattern of activity in the simulations that generated them. Comparison of

FR of pyramidal cells before and after DB of basket cells in the second scenario

(10.45 +/- 0.1 Hz and 19.09 +/- 0.09 Hz) and third scenario (3.14 +/- 0.06 Hz and

13.9 +/- 0.39 Hz) shows that the FR of pyramidal cells after the DB of basket cells in

the third scenario (changes in strengths of connectivities at synapses) is less than that

in  the  second  scenario  (only  increase  of  external  inputs  along  with  decrease  of

dendritic inhibition) i.e 13.9 +/-  0.39 Hz as against  19.09 +/- 0.09 Hz. The third

scenario  refers  to  the  plasticity  at  connections  between  all  neurons  of  the  CA3

network while second scenario refers to  increased external input reception by the
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pyramidal cells without any other potentiation of activity between neurons. Also, in

the third scenario, the DB of basket cells set in about 1.3 seconds after the start of

simulation while the same occurred about 1.45 seconds after the start of simulation in

the second scenario. Hence, it may be concluded that synaptic plasticities including

axonal  and dendritic  sprouting  significantly  contribute  to  pathological  states  like

temporal lobe epilepsy. This may be linked to situations like traumatic brain injury

and cerebral ischemia that lead to loss of neurons or their impaired activity. Epileptic

activity also has been observed to occur in  these incidents.

Enhanced  neuronal  activity  and  potentiation  of  network  activity  has  been

observed  in  different  models  of  epileptic  activity  generation  in  temporal  lobe

structures  including  hippocampus  (Leite  et.  al,  2005).  Similarly,  McAllister  et.al

(2000)  has  described  about  the  enhanced  activity  in  neuronal  networks  due  to

sprouting  at  pyramidal  cell  dendrites,  having  implications  in  epileptic  activity

generation.  Enhanced  neuronal  activity  due  to  long-term  potentiation  has  been

observed  to  cause  epileptic  activity  in  human  subjects  as  well  (Cook  and  Bliss,

2006). Presumably, the network changes occurring at gross levels in the brain across

various neuronal circuits leads to faster generation of pathological states like epilepsy

than those at specific connections.

5.3  GENERATION  OF  EPILEPTIC  ACTIVITY  DUE  TO  INCREASED

EXTRACELLULAR POTASSIUM

This part of the study showed that when the dendritic inhibition was reduced

even by 30% (70% connectivity maintained from OLM to pyramidal cells)  along

with  other  network  changes  as  described,  the  network  generated  a  characteristic
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epileptiform activity in accordance with observed experimental studies (Isaev et. al,

2007;  Cymerblit-Sabba  &  Schiller,  2012).  The  threshold  for  epileptic  activity

generation  due  to  impaired  dendritic  inhibition  and  simultaneous  changes  in

chemical  environment  was  much  lower  compared  to  our  previous  observations

(Sanjay et. al, 2015). In the previous part, 70% impairment of dendritic inhibition

was required to generate a similar epileptiform activity. This suggests that by the

time  epilepsy  manifests  in  its  presentable  form,  a  significant  extent  of

neurodegeneration  (30% impairment  of  dendritic  inhibition  in  our  model)  would

have already occurred. It also indicates that changes in the chemical environment

plays  a  significant  contributing  role  in  producing  network  dynamics  that  may

predispose to pathological conditions like epilepsy.

5.4  EFFECT OF ENHANCED HCN CHANNEL CONDUCTANCE g(Ih)  IN

NORMAL AND EPILEPTIC NETWORKS

In a normal network, when g(Ih) was increased in each cell type one at a time,

their  individual  excitabilities  increased  in  different  amounts,  with  the  OLM

interneurons showing the highest increase in firing rates. However, when g(Ih) was

uniformly enhanced  in  all  three  types  of  cells,  the  overall  network  activity  was

suppressed and the OLM interneurons showed highest FR. Hence, OLM interneurons

had prominent inhibitory effect on the excitatory activity of pyramidal cells, which

led to reduced basket cell activity. The net result showed reduced LFP amplitude,

signifying the prominent role of OLM cells in controlling network excitability.

To  understand  how excitability  of  pyramidal  cells  change,  the  recordings

from the distal-most apical dendritic compartment (AD3), the pyramidal cell soma
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and  the  local  field  potential  were  recorded  for  a  baseline  network,  the  epileptic

network (with 30% impaired dendritic inhibition) and the network with increased

g(Ih). Compared to baseline conditions, when impaired dendritic inhibition led to

epileptic  activity,  the external  inputs received at  the distal  dendritic  compartment

(AD3)  of  the  pyramidal  cells  and  generation  of  action  potentials  in  it  increased

(Figure 5.2 A,B). When g(Ih) was enhanced uniformly in all the cells in the epileptic

network, the pyramidal cells'  AD3 compartment showed a decrease in depolarization

(Figure  5.2  C) reducing  pyramidal  cell  FR (~5  Hz  to  1.41  Hz).  The  recovered

network activity also displayed theta and gamma frequency oscillations (6.8 and 33.3

Hz) comparable to baseline values (6.7 and 34.2 Hz) but the oscillatory powers were

lower (theta: 0.4 Vs 2.95 mv2/Hz; gamma: 0.14 Vs 0.45 mv2/Hz).
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Figure 5.2: The Local  Field Potential,  activity at  the distal  most compartment  of  apical  dendrite
(AD3) and the somatic recording from pyramidal cell in a baseline network (A), an epileptic network
due  to  30% impaired  dendritic  inhibition  and  enhanced  extracellular  potassium (B)  and  network
showing recovery when g(Ih) was increased to twice the baseline values in all cells of the network.
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Enhancing g(Ih), increased network-wide inhibition via interactions between

OLM,  pyramidal,  and  basket  cells,  thereby  re-establishing  baseline  network

dynamics (Figure 5.3-C). In the epileptic network, pyramidal cells were disinhibited

due to  impaired dendritic  inhibition,  which led to  depolarization block of  basket

cells.  After  enhancing  g(Ih),  the  FR of  OLM cells  increased  by 5-6  times  from

baseline (5.5 vs 1.0 Hz). This increase, even with 30% reduction in their connectivity

to pyramidal cells, provided sufficient inhibition to reduce network hyperexcitability.

The increased OLM firing rate reduced the excitatory activity of pyramidal cells and

thereby  reduced  the  excitatory  drive  to  basket  cells,  thus  eliminating  their  DB.

However, at severe degradation of dendritic inhibition (70% impairment), g(Ih) was

not able to reduce hyperexcitability sufficiently. The basket cells therefore continued

to be in DB even with large enhancement of g(Ih) in the network.

5.5 EFFECT OF DRUGS ON NORMAL AND EPILEPTIC NETWORKS

HCN  channel  conductance  has  been  implicated  in  many  neurobiological

function, and its alteration plays a role in pathological conditions (Noam et. al, 2011;

Kase & Imoto, 2012). Studies have shown that antiepileptic drugs, gabapentin and

lamotrigine  restore  normal  network  function  by  increasing  HCN  channel

conductance (Poolos et. al, 2002; Surges et. al, 2003). Our model predicts that in a

normal network,  enhancing g(Ih) leads to overall  suppression of network activity

although individual cell FR increased with increase in g(Ih) in them individually. It

was observed that a six times increment in g(Ih), almost silenced the pyramidal cells

by reducing their FR to about one-tenth of the baseline levels. This is a result of tight

inhibitory control of these cells due to excessive firing of OLM interneurons. Hence,
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drugs that increase this conductance can have detrimental effects on normal network

areas. These adverse effects include somnolence, dizziness, fatigue, nausea, headache

etc (Brodie, 2010; French & Gazzola, 2011, Al-Bachari et. al, 2013). Hence, it  is

important that one is aware of their dual effects.

In the conditions leading to epileptic activity, enhancing g(Ih) by two times

the baseline is sufficient to abolish depolarization block of basket cells and abolish

the epileptiform activity produced by the network. This shows the importance of the

OLM cells in controlling the excitatory activity of pyramidal neurons. The basket

cells were driven to DB when the pyramidal cell FR were at relatively large values

(~5 Hz). When the dendritic inhibition was reduced by 70%, the OLM cells were not

effective  in  reducing  the  pyramidal  excitatory  activity  despite  significant

enhancement of g(Ih). This inability to control pyramidal activity drove basket cells

into DB, resulting in epileptic activity.

5.6 DEPOLARIZATION BLOCK OF BASKET CELLS

A significant observation from this study is the depolarization block (DB) of

basket cells leading to a pathological state in the CA3 network. It is observed that

this DB was caused by enhanced activation of pyramidal cells which was in turn due

to their disinhibition. The DB of neurons has been observed in different experimental

studies, causing pathological states. 

Karlocai  et.al  (2014)  describes  a  set  of  reasons  for  this  DB.  One  is  the

perisomatic  organization  of  basket  cells  facilitating  their  faster  activation  due  to

increased pyramidal cell  activity.  Second is their high reception of synaptic input

from recurrently  connected  pyramidal  cells.  Third  is  the  absence  of  K+ channel
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mediated  hyperpolarizing  currents  and  M-currents  in  basket  cells.  In  their

experimental  work,  Karlocai  et.al  (2014)  observed  DB  of  basket  cells  in  three

epileptogenic  treatments  –  high  extracellular  potassium,  zero-magnesium  and

addition of 4-amino-pyridine in hippocampal CA3 subfield. They observed increased

firing of pyramidal cells and interneurons during these treatments eventually leading

to DB of basket cells due to their high excitation compared to other neurons of the

network. The pyramidal cells and  dendrite-inhibiting interneurons continued their

firing after the DB of basket cells.

Similar inactivation of basket cells due to mossy cell loss leading to epileptic

activity  has  been  reported  in  studies  on  dentate  gyrus  (Sloviter,  1991;  Zhang  &

Buckmaster, 2009). Here, loss of mossy cells reduced basket cell excitation leading

to a dormant state for the basket cells. However, this concept termed dormant basket

cell hypothesis has been much debated (Sloviter et.al, 2003). Basket cell dysfunction

has been reported to reduce pyramidal cell inhibition due to deficient GABA release,

leading to psychological disorders like schizophrenia (Curley & Lewis, 2012).

The DB could result from other factors and involvement of other neurons.

Experimental  models  of  epilepsy  using  4-Aminopyridine  combined  with  low-

magnesium  showed  generation  of  epileptic  activity  in  the  CA1  subfield  of

hippocampus due to DB of OLM interneurons. The suppression of  inhibitory spike

generation in these neurons led to an ictal-like activity in the network (Ziburkus et.al,

2006). In studies on  epileptic activity generation using high extracellular potassium

combined with low extracellular calcium, DB of pyramidal cells was observed to

cause ictal activity pattern in the network (Su et al, 2001; Bikson et.al, 2003). 

The above mentioned studies show that the suppression of activity of neurons
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other than basket cells can also lead to similar pathological state observed in this

thesis.

5.7 PYRAMIDAL CELL ACTIVITY IN NORMAL AND PATHOLOGICAL STATES

The rate  of  firing of pyramidal  cells  is  worth noting from the results.  As

already mentioned it is the increased excitatory drive received by the basket cells

from pyramidal cells that led to their depolarization block. As seen from the results,

in the special condition (excessive external excitatory input to pyramidal cells) in

Scenario 2 (Results, Section 4.1.3), the FR of pyramidal cells was 19.09 +/- 0.09 Hz

during the basket cell DB. In Scenario 3 with 70% impairment in dendritic inhibition

and changes  in  connectivity across  all  synapses  in  the  network  (Results,  Section

4.1.4), the FR was 7.17 +/- 0.03 Hz during the basket cell DB and resulting epileptic

activity.

In high extracellular potassium condition with 30% impairment in dendritic

inhibition (Results, Section 4.2.3), the FR of pyramidal cells was 4.85 +/- 0.04  Hz

during the basket cell DB. At 50% and 70% impairment in dendritic inhibition and

elevated potassium in the network, the FR of pyramidal cells were 5.45 +/- 0.03 and

8 +/- 0.02 Hz respectively during the DB of basket cells, resulting epileptic activity.

High pyramidal cell firing of the order of 6 to 14 Hz has been observed in various

studies  involving  human  subjects  and  in-vitro  recordings  from  rat  brain  slices

(Ziburkus  et.  al,  2006;  Motamedi  et.  al,  2012).  This  study  also  finds  similar

excitabilities in pyramidal cells during the pathologic state. The rates of firing vary

due to the in-vivo nature of the network and also depending on the condition tested. 
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5.8 COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS

Though  CA3  subfield  is  known  to  be  a  vulnerable  area  for  generating

pathological conditions, computational models of this subfield have been lesser in

number  compared  to  CA1.  This  is  probably  due  to  the  heterogeneous  neuronal

connectivity  patterns  within  CA3  and  lack  of  knowledge  of  exact  biophysical

parameters. Modellers have attempted to incorporate parameters applicable to CA1

neurons and modify them to simulate the experimentally observed activity of CA3

neurons (eg., Lazarewicz et.al, 2002). The model presented in this thesis generates

theta-modulated gamma oscillations  as the baseline activity which is  observed to

undergo significant changes in pathological states. 

Many studies have attempted to explain the generation of abnormal activity

caused due to excitation-inhibition imbalance (Wittner et. al, 2005; El-Hassar et. al,

2007). This study shows that inhibitory activity is compromised in the network. It is

demonstrated here that a particular extent of impairment (threshold of connectivity

changes) of inhibition makes the network hyperexcitable (90% impaired dendritic

inhibition  alone  with  excessive  external  stimulus  or  70%  impaired  dendritic

inhibition along with other network connectivity changes or 30% impaired dendritic

inhibition with enhanced extracellular potassium (structural and chemical changes

combined)).  When changes  in  strength of connection were simulated at  synapses

between various neurons in network,  hyperactivity was observed at an earlier point

in time, as compared to other changes in the network. The strength of this study is

that with the proposed set of network changes, hyperactivity in the network could be

simulated, comparable to experimental observations.
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5.9 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Similar  to  other  computational  models,  this  work  also  has  its  limitations.

Though there are a number of experimental studies on epileptic activity generation in

different areas of the brain, the exact mechanisms of epileptic activity generation and

or  how  a  network  of  neurons  becomes  epileptic  is  not  properly  understood.

Assumptions had to be made as to how the external excitatory inputs received by

pyramidal neurons undergo changes with stepwise decrement in dendritic inhibition.

These along with other changes in network connectivity were tested systematically.

While  studying  the  effect  of  high  extracellular  potassium,  it  was  assumed  that

changes in the reversal potential of GABAA synapses occur in a range of 10% from

-80 mV to -72 mV for all three types of cells in our network.

This model was able to demonstrate epileptic activity with dynamics similar

to those observed in experimental conditions by including three major types of cells,

though in reality interplay between other types of cells in the in vivo network might

lead to different outcomes.  Although pyramidal to OLM and pyramidal to basket

neuron  synapses  are  facilitative  and  depressive,  respectively  (e.g.Sylwestrak  and

Ghosh, 2012), to study the effect of modulating synaptic weights in a systematic and

controlled manner, the extra complexities in plasticity were left out.  Though only

some factors have been considered that play a role in the process of epileptogenesis,

and many not considered, including biochemical pathways that may be involved, it is

interesting to note that these factors were sufficient to produce simulated epileptic

dynamics.
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5.10 FUTURE WORK

This  accepted computational  model  of CA3 network (Sanjay et.  al,  2015)

used in this study successfully generates theta-modulated gamma oscillations as the

baseline  activity.  The  individual  neuron  types  in  this  model  contain  several

biophysical  parameters  which are comparable to  those incorporated in  models  of

other  neurons and networks which display normal  physiology.  A number of such

models  can  be  obtained  from  ModelDB  (https://senselab.med.yale.edu/modeldb).

Adding more biophysical and other contributing parameters to the model could help

to simulate the neurophysiology of the network as such in more detail and improve

our understanding of their influence on network activity.  The hippocampus connects

to  various  other  regions  of  the  brain.  If  the  inputs  from  these  sources  are

incorporated, then the model could be more realistic. For example, Dentate Gyrus

inputs (which haven't  been explicitly modelled).  The CA3 and DG are known to

form  excitatory-inhibitory  loops.  This  determines  the  inputs  received  by  CA3

pyramidal  cells  from  external  sources  and  also  produces  oscillatory  activity

(Schafman, 2007). Degeneration of interneurons in DG has also been reported to lead

to  circuit  hyperexcitability  resulting  in  epileptic  activity.  Hence,  elaborating  the

model to include the influence of other connected areas could make the study more

realistic from pathophysiological point of view.

Since hippocampal CA3 subfield plays a significant role in learning, memory

encoding and retrieval, cognitive processes, and spatial navigation, the changes in the

network  could  potentially  lead  to  impairment  of  these  processes  in  an  affected

individual.  In  the  future,  studies  could  be  performed  to  quantify  the  extent  of

impairment  of  dendritic  inhibition  and  validate  whether  and  to  what  extent  of
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impairment could lead to generation of abnormal activity. How network oscillations

change in relation to network modifications in pathological states could be another

interesting area of research. A significant future challenge is to devise methods to

control the epileptic activity generation. Electrophysiological studies involving cell

cultures could be planned to understand the influence of drugs increasing g(Ih) on

specific cell types and networks formed by these cells. This could be useful for drug

titration to determine what dosage of drug can bring recovery for a specific severity

of  neurodegeneration.  Future  models  can  link  hippocampal  network  activity  to

electroencephalography and further study the effect of drugs.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this thesis, the excitatory and inhibitory interactions between neurons in

the comparatively less studied, anatomically diverse and pathologically vulnerable

CA3  subfield  of  hippocampus  is  studied  using  computational  modelling,  taking

epilepsy as an example. This subfield has been known to have a low threshold for

generating epileptic activity. But, the exact mechanisms leading to the generation of

epileptic  activity  has  not  been  fully  understood.  This  research  has  attempted  to

propose a  mechanism of  epileptic  activity generation caused due to  hippocampal

sclerosis  (structural  change)  and  ensuing  abnormal  chemical  environment  (high

extracellular potassium - chemical change).

A stepwise  approach  was  taken  to  systematically  study  how  1)  impaired

dendritic  inhibition  of  pyramidal  cells  alone,  2)  impaired  dendritic  inhibition

combined with increased reception of external excitatory inputs by pyramidal cells,

3) network connectivity changes throughout the network and 4) abnormal chemical

environment  (high  extracellular  potassium  resulting  from  hyperactivity  due  to

sclerosis)  lead to  generation of  epileptic  activity in  the  vulnerable CA3 subfield.

Thereafter, the action of drugs on HCN channel conductance to control the network

hyperexcitability was studied.

The insilico CA3 network consisting of 800 pyramidal cells, 200 basket and

200 OLM interneurons along with inputs from the medial septum generated theta-

modulated  gamma  oscillations  as  the  baseline  activity.  When  the  strength  of

connectivity from OLM interneurons to pyramidal cells alone was reduced step by

step,  the  network  response  simulated  as  Local  Field  Potential  (LFP),  showed
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decrease in theta component and its absence at total loss of OLM to pyramidal cell

connectivity. When increase in reception of external excitatory inputs by pyramidal

cells  was simultaneously simulated along with decrease  in  dendritic  inhibition,  a

network  response  similar  to  earlier  case  was  observed.  But  at  90%  dendritic

inhibition, when the reception of external excitatory input by pyramidal cells was

highly increased (about  15 times  the  baseline),  a  characteristic  ictal  activity  was

simulated in  the output  LFP, which was comparable with published experimental

results.  When  changes  in  connectivity  between  all  neurons  in  the  network  were

simulated as an effect of decreased dendritic inhibition and enhanced reception of

external  excitatory  inputs  by  pyramidal  cells,  the  network  activity  showed  a

characteristic ictal response at 70% impairment of dendritic inhibition. When a rise

of extracellular potassium was simulated as a consequence of the structural changes,

the  epileptic  activity  occurred  at  30%  impairment  of  dendritic  inhibition  and

associated  network  changes.  In  all  these  cases,  the  epileptic  activity  was  a

consequence of basket cell depolarization block thereby compromising the somatic

inhibitory  mechanisms  in  the  network.  Hence,  low  levels  of  impaired  dendritic

inhibition combined with changes in chemical environment makes neuronal networks

easily susceptible to epileptic activity. It was worth noting that the firing rates (FR)

of pyramidal cells was close to or above 5 Hz in all conditions leading to epileptic

activity, consistent with published experimental observations.

The  effect  of  anti-epileptic  drugs  like  gabapentin  and  lamotrigine  was

simulated by increased conductance of HCN channels (g(Ih)). It was found that when

this conductance was increased independently in each cell type in a normal network,

their  respective  FR  increased,  with  the  FR  of  OLM  interneurons  showing  the
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maximum increase. On increasing g(Ih) uniformly in all neuron types in the normal

network, the overall activity was suppressed due to the influence of increased OLM

interneuron  firing.  Therefore,  it  can  be  summarized  that  though  increased  HCN

channel conductance increase individual cell type activity,  it suppresses the activity

at network level. 

When g(Ih) was increased systematically in the epileptic networks with high

extracellular potassium due to 30, 50 and 70% impairments in dendritic inhibition, it

was seen that the epileptic activity was abolished in the networks with 30% and 50%

impaired dendritic inhibition and NOT in the one with 70% impairment in dendritic

inhibition. It was also observed that whenever the epileptic activity was abolished

due to increased g(Ih),  the pyramidal cell  FR was lower than that during normal

network function. This implies that though the drugs acting on HCN channels could

control hyperexcitabilities in the network, it can also have side-effects (somnolence,

headache, giddiness, lowered cognitive function etc). It can also be noted that though

OLM interneurons have played a significant role in abolishing epileptic activity, it is

limited by the extent of impairment in dendritic inhibition.

To conclude:  The balance between excitatory and inhibitory interactions in

hippocampus and other areas of the brain are important for the normal function of a

living being. Derangements in these intereactions can lead to a variety of disorders

like epilepsy as discussed in this thesis. Much more needs to be studied about these

interactions  in  health  and  disease  to  have  a  better  understanding  and  devise

therapeutic methods. Computational Neuroscience will be a  highly promising area

which could help in such studies by lessening the burden of technically challenging

experiments  and  required  expertise.  Computational  modelling  along  with
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experimental  and clinical  studies  in  combination  could  immensely help  in  better

understanding the nervous system at various levels of its organization - molecular,

cellular, network and systems level and to design strategies to contain the disorders

that may arise. This study suggests that therapies designed to restore lost excitatory-

inhibitory  balance  would  be  particularly  promising  in  reducing  pathological

dynamics.  Hence,  the  potential  of  computational  studies  combined  with  future

experiments  is  quite  promising  to  advance  our  present  knowledge  and  develop

therapeutic strategies for neurodegenerative disorders.
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Impaired Dendritic Inhibition Leads to Epileptic Activity
in a Computer Model of CA3

M. Sanjay,1,2 Samuel A. Neymotin,3,4 and Srinivasa B. Krothapalli1*

ABSTRACT: Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is a common type of epi-
lepsy with hippocampus as the usual site of origin. The CA3 subfield of
hippocampus is reported to have a low epileptic threshold and hence
initiates the disorder in patients with TLE. This study computationally
investigates how impaired dendritic inhibition of pyramidal cells in the
vulnerable CA3 subfield leads to generation of epileptic activity. A
model of CA3 subfield consisting of 800 pyramidal cells, 200 basket
cells (BC) and 200 Oriens—Lacunosum Moleculare (O-LM) interneurons
was used. The dendritic inhibition provided by O-LM interneurons is
reported to be selectively impaired in some TLEs. A step-wise approach
is taken to investigate how alterations in network connectivity lead to
generation of epileptic patterns. Initially, dendritic inhibition alone was
reduced, followed by an increase in the external inputs received at the
distal dendrites of pyramidal cells, and finally additional changes were
made at the synapses between all neurons in the network. In the first
case, when the dendritic inhibition of pyramidal cells alone was
reduced, the local field potential activity changed from a theta-
modulated gamma pattern to a prominently gamma frequency pattern.
In the second case, in addition to this reduction of dendritic inhibition,
with a simultaneous large increase in the external excitatory inputs
received by pyramidal cells, the basket cells entered a state of depolari-
zation block, causing the network to generate a typical ictal activity
pattern. In the third case, when the dendritic inhibition onto the pyram-
idal cells was reduced and changes were simultaneously made in synap-
tic connectivity between all neurons in the network, the basket cells
were again observed to enter depolarization block. In the third case,
impairment of dendritic inhibition required to generate an ictal activity
pattern was lesser than the two previous cases. Moreover, the ictal like
activity began earlier in the third case. Hence, our study suggests that
greater synaptic plasticity occurring in the whole network due to
increase in reception of external excitatory inputs (due to impaired den-
dritic inhibition) makes the network more susceptible to generation of
epileptic activity. VC 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

KEY WORDS: temporal lobe epilepsy; hippocampus; oscillations; bas-
ket cells; depolarization block; ictal activity

INTRODUCTION

Epilepsy is a neurological disorder caused by an
imbalance between excitatory and inhibitory inter-
actions among the neurons in a network. In tempo-
ral lobe epilepsy (TLE), the CA3 subfield of
hippocampus is known to initiate epileptic activity
which then spreads to other areas. The mechanism
involved in the generation of epileptic activity is
still not fully understood. The CA3 subfield of hip-
pocampus and the entorhinal cortex are two areas
which are reported to generate independent epilep-
tiform activity (Lytton et al., 2005). The CA3
subfield has a very high degree of recurrent neuro-
nal connectivity (Witter, 2007), which reduces its
activation threshold and makes it easily hyperexcit-
able. Though there have been many experimental
studies on the CA3 subfield, computational studies
involving biophysically detailed models have been
fewer, compared to CA1.

Different animal models are used to study the var-
ious aspects of epileptic activity viz., its generation,
route of spread, severity, specific patterns, etc. These
studies have been in vivo or in vitro, extracellular or
intracellular. Epileptic activity is induced using vari-
ous methods including electrical stimulation, elevat-
ing the levels of potassium in artificial cerebrospinal
fluid (aCSF) (Dzhala and Staley, 2003; Id Bihi et al.,
2005), eliminating magnesium from aCSF (Barbaro-
sie and Avoli, 1997; Wittington et al., 1995), adding
convulsive agents like bicuculline to aCSF (Stoop
and Pralong, 2000), or intraperitoneal administration
of pilocarpine (Dinocourt, 2003; Cymerblit-Sabba
and Schiller, 2012). The mechanism of epileptic
activity generation differs in all these methods. Lim-
ited computational modeling studies are done with
biophysical and network connectivity details to inves-
tigate mechanisms of hyperexcitability (Lytton,
2008).

This study uses a computer model to investigate
how changes in connectivity between neurons of the
hippocampal CA3 subfield leads to generation of
abnormal network activity, a characteristic of epilepsy,
with a focus on the role of loss of dendritic inhibition.
Loss of dendritic inhibition is a significant change in
connectivity that is reported in certain experimental
models of epilepsy. Pilocarpine treated rats have been
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reported to undergo loss of dendritic inhibition as evident from
histological studies (Dinocourt, 2003; Cymerblit-Sabba and
Schiller, 2012). This is also reported to cause dendritic sprouting
in pyramidal cells (McAllister, 2000; Ren et al., 2014) and thus
leading to increased excitatory external input being received by
the pyramidal cells. These inputs are received mainly from the
entorhinal cortex. The pilocarpine model gains significance due
to the fact that abnormal patterns of neuronal activity observed
could be compared to those observed in human patients with
epilepsy (Mora et al., 2009; Moran Furman, 2013).

In this study we propose a set of mechanisms that leads to
an altered network that generates experimentally observed pat-
terns, characteristic of epileptic activity in the CA3 subfield.
We have adopted a computer model of the CA3 network
(Neymotin et al., 2011) consisting of 800 pyramidal cells, 200
O-LM interneurons and 200 basket cells. The model has suffi-
cient biophysical detail to generate theta-modulated gamma
oscillations at baseline. While theta oscillations play a signifi-
cant role in spatial navigation and motor behaviour, gamma
oscillations are important in learning, and memory encoding
and retrieval (Colgin and Moser, 2010). In the course of lead-
ing to epileptiform activity development, the changes occurring
in the baseline oscillatory behavior is also studied. In this
model we explored how: (1) loss of connectivity between the
O-LM and pyramidal cells alone influences the behaviour of
other types of neurons and its overall effect on the network,
(2) changes in external inputs received by pyramidal neurons
affect the activity, and (3) how changes at synapses between the
neurons affect the overall network activity in the CA3 subfield.

METHODOLOGY

In our study, we have used a computer model of a network
of neurons in the CA3 subfield of hippocampus (Neymotin
et al., 2011) consisting of 800 five-compartment pyramidal
cells (three apical dendrites, one basal dendrite, soma), 200
one-compartment O-LM interneurons and 200 one-
compartment basket cells. The full source code of the model is
available on ModelDB (http://senselab.med.yale.edu/modeldb/
ShowModel.asp?model=139421). The model generates theta-
modulated gamma oscillations as a baseline activity. To this
model we added additional connections from basket cells to
O-LM cells, consistent with anatomical data (Cobb et al.,
1997). However, this connectivity did not noticeably alter base-
line activity.

Current injections (pyramidal cells: 50 pA; OLM cells: 225
pA) were added to obtain baseline activity. All cells contained
leak current, transient sodium current INa, and delayed rectifier
current IK– dr, to allow for action potential generation. Pyrami-
dal cells contained potassium type A current IK–A for rapid
inactivation, and hyperpolarization-activated current Ih. The
O-LM cells had a simple calcium-activated potassium current
IKCa to allow long lasting inactivation after bursting, high-

threshold calcium current IL to augment bursting and to acti-
vate IKCa, hyperpolarization-activated current Ih for bursting,
and intracellular calcium concentration dynamics. These cur-
rent selections were based on the published work by Tort et al.
(2007).

Synaptic Connectivity in the Normal
CA3 Network

The CA3 network used in the study is shown in Figure 1.
Three main types of neurons in the CA3 subfield are consid-
ered—pyramidal cells (Pyr), soma-inhibiting basket cells (BC),
and dendrite-inhibiting Oriens-Lacunosum Moleculare (O-LM)
interneurons. The pyramidal cells and basket cells are recur-
rently connected. The pyramidal cell activity drives the basket
cells and O-LM cells. The basket cells and O-LM interneurons
connect to pyramidal cells and produce inhibitory responses in
the network, preventing hyperactivity. The basket cells and O-
LM interneurons receive inhibitory inputs from the medial sep-
tum (MS) once every 150 ms to model the function of medial
septum as a pacemaker (Stewart and Fox, 1990, Dragoi et al.,

FIGURE 1. Schematic connectivity between Pyr—pyramidal
cells, BC—basket cells (soma-inhibiting), OLM—oriens lacuno-
sum moleculare interneurons (dendrite-inhibiting), Ext—external
inputs to pyramidal cells (mainly from entorhinal cortex), MS—
medial septum. The basket and OLM cells receive excitatory
inputs from pyramidal cells. The pyramidal cells receive inhibitory
inputs from basket and OLM cells. The recurrent connections
between pyramidal cells are excitatory while those between basket
cells are inhibitory. OLM cells receive inhibitory inputs from bas-
ket cells. The medical septum provides inhibitory inputs every 150
ms to basket and OLM cells.
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1999, Borhegyi et al., 2004). Basket and O-LM cells also
received external random inputs. The pyramidal cells receive
external inputs at the distal dendritic compartment that repre-
sents inputs from the entorhinal cortex. Their soma also
receives random external inputs.

The pyramidal cell to O-LM connectivity, the pyramidal cell
to basket cell connectivity, and the recurrent connectivity
between pyramidal cells are modeled through NMDA and
AMPA synapses (Table 1). The O-LM and basket cells and
soma of pyramidal cells receive background random excitatory
and inhibitory inputs through AMPA and GABA-A receptors.
Similar inputs received at the distal dendritic compartment of
pyramidal cells are through AMPA, NMDA and GABA-A
receptors. The O-LM to pyramidal cell, basket to pyramidal
cell, basket-basket recurrent connections, and MS to O-LM and
basket cell connections is through GABA-A receptors. Synapses
were modeled by standard NEURON double-exponential mech-
anism. Magnesium block in NMDA receptors used the experi-
mental scaling factor from Jahr and Stevens, (1990). The
baseline network produced theta modulated gamma oscillations.
The local field potential (LFP) was simulated by a sum of differ-
ences in membrane potential between the most distal apical and
the basal dendritic compartment over all pyramidal cells.

The loss of dendritic inhibition and its effect on the network
were studied in three steps. First, the strength of connectivity
from O-LM to pyramidal cells alone was reduced step by step
to observe the changes occurring in the baseline activity of the
network. In addition to this condition the effect of increased
external excitatory inputs received by the pyramidal neurons
was studied. In addition to the above two conditions, the syn-
aptic strength was changed in the network and its effect was
studied.

In the first scenario, the weight of connection from O-LM
cells to pyramidal neurons was reduced from the baseline
100% (13) to 80% (0.83), 60% (0.63), 40% (0.43), 20%
(0.23), 10% (0.13), 5% (0.053) and total absence/loss, 0%

(03) (Fig. 2A). In the second scenario, as dendritic inhibition
changes from 13 (100%) to 0.83, 0.63, 0.43, 0.23, 0.13,
0.053, and 03, the external inputs received by the distal den-
dritic compartment of pyramidal cells were increased from 13

to 1.23, 1.43, 1.63, 1.83, 1.93, 1.953, and 23 (200%),
respectively (Fig. 2B).

In the third scenario, a proportionate increment in the syn-
aptic strength between all the neurons is affected. Basically,
reduction in dendritic inhibition was assumed to enhance the
network activity by strengthening the communication between
different neurons. A set of changes to the network described
below were performed to test this scenario.

Proposed mechanism of in vivo abnormal
network activity generation

When the dendritic inhibition is reduced:

� The continuous external excitatory inputs that are received
at the distal dendrites of pyramidal neurons reach soma and
increase their excitability.

� The recurrent connectivity between the pyramidal neurons
in the network makes the network more excitable and the
synaptic communications between the pyramidal neurons are
strengthened.

� The pyramidal neurons provide stronger excitation to the
basket cells and O-LM cells.

� The increased recurrent inhibition between basket cells
makes pyramidal cells more disinhibited.

� Though the O-LM cells are also excited by the increased
activity of pyramidal cells, the reduction in connectivity of
O-LM to pyramidal cells prevents O-LM cells to further
inhibit pyramidal cells.

� The external inputs received by the pyramidal neurons are
increased since sprouting and formation of spines could hap-
pen in the distal apical dendrites of pyramidal cells due to
disinhibition, as reported in the literature (McAllistair,
2000).

Based on these proposed changes in the network, two condi-
tions were tested—reduction of OLM to pyramidal cell con-
nectivity to 50% (50% impairment of dendritic inhibition)
and 30% (70% impairment of dendritic inhibition) of the
baseline along with changes in strength of connectivity between
the other neurons to test the model. With reduction in O-LM
to pyramidal cell connectivity to 50% of the baseline, the exci-
tatory external inputs as received by the pyramidal cells were
doubled and the pyramidal cell to pyramidal cell recurrent con-
nectivity is strengthened by four times the baseline. The
pyramidal cell to O-LM interneuron, pyramidal cell to basket
cells and basket to basket interactions are strengthened to twice
the baseline connectivity. As BC to BC interactions are mutu-
ally inhibitory, the output from BC to other cells, that is, BC
to pyramidal cell inhibition and BC to O-LM inhibiton are
reduced to 80% of baseline (Fig. 2C).

When the OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity was reduced
to 30% (70% impairment of dendritic inhibition), bigger

TABLE 1.

Synaptic Parameters for the Connectivity Between Neurons in the

Model

Presynaptic Postsynaptic Receptor

s1

(ms)

s2

(ms)

Conductance

(nS)

Pyramidal Pyramidal AMPA 0.05 5.3 0.02

Pyramidal Pyramidal NMDA 15 150 0.004

Pyramidal Basket AMPA 0.05 5.3 0.36

Pyramidal Basket NMDA 15 150 1.38

Pyramidal OLM AMPA 0.05 5.3 0.36

Pyramidal OLM NMDA 15 150 0.7

Basket Pyramidal GABA-A 0.07 9.1 0.72

Basket Basket GABA-A 0.07 9.1 4.5

Basket OLM GABA-A 0.07 9.1 0.0288

OLM Pyramidal GABA-A 0.2 20 72

MS Basket GABA-A 20 40 1.6

MS OLM GABA-A 20 40 1.6
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changes in connectivity between the other neurons were
effected as follows. The excitatory external inputs received by
the pyramidal cells was increased to four times the normal and
the pyramidal cell to pyramidal cell recurrent connectivity was
strengthened by eight times. The pyramidal cell to OLM inter-
neuron, pyramidal cell to basket cell and basket to basket inter-
actions were strengthened by four times the baseline
connectivity. The output from BC to other cells, that is, BC to
OLM and BC to pyramidal cell connectivity were reduced to
50% of that in the baseline network (Fig. 2D).

The changes in synaptic connectivity, induced uniformly
across all neurons, were both a modeling simplification as well

as a minimal assumption since it is not known exactly what
the synaptic weights change in vivo or in vitro that predispose
the hippocampal microcircuits towards epilepsy.

Simulations and Analysis

The simulations were run on a quad core 2.66 GHz Windows
7 based 64-bit system using the NEURON simulator with Python
interpreter (Carnevale and Hines, 2006; Hines et al., 2009). A sin-
gle simulation (5 s, 1,200 neurons) took ;5 min to run with a
fixed time step of 0.1 ms. More than 500 simulations were run for
this study. The neuronal responses including the local field

FIGURE 2. Changes in connectivity under different scenarios.
(A) Scenario 1—strength of connectivity between OLM and
pyramidal cells alone changed (dark dotted line with arrow). (B)
Scenario 2—In addition to condition in scenario 1, external
inputs are also increased. (C) and (D) Scenario 3—strength of
connections between all neurons in the network are changed when

OLM—Pyr connectivity was reduced to 50% (0.53) and 30%
(0.33), respectively. The numbers along the arrows shows the
extent of change in strength between the connected neurons as
compared to baseline strength, e.g., 43 means four times the nor-
mal baseline. All the neurons receive random excitatory and inhib-
itory inputs (not specifically shown).
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potentials were saved as text files for analysis. The data was then
imported to the software pClamp v.10 developed by Molecular
Devices. The average firing frequency of each type of neuron that
was displayed at the end of the simulation was noted. The data
was analysed for synchronous activity between the neuron types,
cross-correlations, changes in firing rates of individual cell types,
theta and gamma frequencies and their power.

RESULTS

Baseline Network Activity

The baseline CA3 neuronal network comprised of pyramidal
cells, basket cells, and O-LM interneurons that produced theta
modulated gamma oscillations in the local field potentials
(LFP), while receiving inputs from Medial Septum (MS). The
inhibitory interactions between soma-inhibiting basket cells
and pyramidal cells and those between basket cells produced
gamma rhythms, while the interactions between pyramidal cells
and the dendrite-inhibiting O-LM cells produced theta
rhythms (Neymotin et al., 2011). The average firing rates were
2.36 6 0.024 Hz for pyramidal cells, 16.05 6 0.15 Hz for bas-
ket cells and 0.96 6 0.027 Hz for O-LM interneurons. Because
of medial septum inputs at every 150 ms provided to O-LM
and basket cells, a fixed theta frequency of 6.7 Hz was gener-
ated in the network. The gamma frequency component of the
LFP was ;33 Hz. The basket cells were also equally driven by
the MS inputs but the effect of these MS inputs is much lesser
due to interactions between basket cells themselves and an
increased drive from pyramidal cells.

Scenario 1: effect of reducing dendritic inhibition
onto distal dendrites of CA3 pyramidal neurons

All three types of neurons—pyramidal cells, basket cells and O-
LM interneurons showed synchronous activity in the network
which is similar to baseline activity even when the OLM to pyram-
idal cell connectivity was completely reduced to 0% (Fig. 3).

With reduction in O-LM to pyramidal cell connectivity, the
firing rates of all individual cell types increased. As shown in
Table 2 and Figure 4A, there was a significant increase in firing
activity in all three cell types when O-LM–pyramidal cell con-
nectivity was <5%. From Table 2, it can be seen that the rate
of firing of pyramidal and basket cells almost doubled when
there was a total loss of O-LM–pyramidal cell connectivity;
2.36 6 0.024 Hz at baseline to 4.19 6 0.04 Hz for pyramidal
cells, 16.05 6 0.15 Hz to 30.98 6 0.07 Hz for basket cells,
while the firing rate of O-LM interneurons almost tripled,
from 0.96 6 0.027 Hz to 2.7 6 0.034 Hz.

Until connectivity was reduced to 5% between OLM to
pyramidal cells (Fig. 4B), the frequency of gamma oscillations
remained fairly constant around 32–33 Hz and the frequency
of theta oscillations remained nearly constant at 6.7 Hz. These
are comparable to the baseline frequencies when there is 100%

OLM cell to pyramidal cell connectivity. At total lack of
O-LM to pyramidal cell connectivity, the theta oscillations died
out due to lack of input from O-LM cells to pyramidal cells.

As O-LM to pyramidal cell connectivity was reduced, the
power of theta and gamma oscillations changed in inverse fashion.
The theta power reduced from the baseline of 5.35 mV2 Hz21 to
0.95 mV2 Hz21 at 5% O-LM–pyramidal cell connectivity and
then to 0 power when the connectivity was totally impaired. The
gamma power on the other hand increased from a baseline of 2.55
mV2 Hz21 to 8.7 mV2 Hz21. As seen from Figure 4C, the
gamma power remained fairly uniform around 4 mV2 Hz21

when the connectivity was between 10 and 40%.
The overall network activity in the form of LFPs showed

disappearance of the theta component with reduction in con-
nectivity. Total lack of this connectivity between O-LM–
pyramidal cells resulted in high frequency gamma activity with
an increase in power.

Scenario 2: effect of increased external inputs
received at distal dendrites along with loss of
dendritic inhibition

With a successive decrement in dendritic inhibition, a pro-
portional increment in external inputs received through AMPA
and NMDA was assumed at the synaptic level. As dendritic
inhibition changed from 13 (100%) to 0.83, 0.63, 0.43,

FIGURE 3. (A) Scenario 1, with OLM to pyramidal cell con-
nectivity totally lacking. The pyramidal cell to OLM connectivity
is unaffected and hence OLM cells continue to be activated by the
pyramidal cells. Because mutual connectivity was between pyrami-
dal and basket cells, only gamma component exists in the local
field potential record (B). The baseline activity—theta modulated
gamma oscillations, is shown for comparison (C).
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0.23, 0.13, 0.053, and 03, the external inputs received were
simultaneously increased from 13 to 1.23, 1.43, 1.63,
1.83, 1.93, 1.953, and 23 (200%), respectively.

All the three types of neurons—pyramidal cells, basket cells,
and OLM interneurons showed synchronous activity until the
O-LM—pyramidal cell connectivity was reduced to 20%. At
10% connectivity, basket cells had a tighter synchrony among
themselves (Fig. 5A). On reducing the connectivity further to
5%, desynchronization was observed among basket cells (Fig.
5B), and at a total lack of O-LM—pyramidal cell connectivity,
basket cells became totally desynchronized (Fig. 5C). O-LM
cells maintained synchrony with pyramidal cells since the con-
nection from pyramidal cells to OLM cells still existed.

The synchrony between the activities of two arbitrary basket
cells (50th and 100th in the network) were analysed when the
OLM to pyramidal connectivity was 100, and 0% as described
in Scenario 2. Correlation analysis was performed for five sec-
onds and one second of data keeping OLM to pyramidal cell
connectivity at 100 and 0%.

When the cross-correlation analysis for five seconds of data
was performed, at 100% OLM-Pyramidal cell connectivity, the
activity of both basket cells (50th to 100th) had a correlation
of 57.7% with a lag time of 10.2 ms, while at 0% connectiv-
ity, the correlation was 33.5% with lag time of 20.2 ms.
When the cross-correlation analysis for one-second of data was
performed, at 100% OLM-pyramidal cell connectivity, the
activity of both basket cells had a correlation of 56.5% with a
lag time of 10.1 ms and at 0% connectivity, the correlation
was 31.3% with lag time of 20.3 ms.

Overall, these data indicate noticeably reduced correlation
and hence reduced synchronization in activity between the bas-
ket cells at varying connectivities which is around 35% as com-
pared to higher values using different analysis times.

The individual cell firing rates, variations in frequencies
and the changes in power of theta and gamma oscillations
with changes in connectivity are shown in Figures 6A–C

respectively. The individual cell firing frequencies showed a
fairly linear increment with decrease in O-LM—pyramidal
cell connectivity. The pyramidal cell firing frequency increased
from 2.36 6 0.024 Hz to 6.14 6 0.054 Hz, the basket cell
frequency from 16.05 6 0.15 Hz to 24.26 6 0.44 Hz and O-
LM frequency from 0.96 6 0.027 Hz to 4.98 6 0.035 Hz
(Table 3).

The frequency of theta oscillations remained constant at 6.7
Hz due to the strong pacing from MS at this frequency. When
the O-LM—pyramidal cell connectivity was 10% and lower
the gamma frequency increases from around 33 Hz to 37–38
Hz while the theta power reduces from 5.35 mV2 Hz21 to 0.
This was due to reduction of dendritic inhibition which
reduced the low frequency oscillations. The gamma power on
the other hand increases, to a significant level when the O-
LM—pyramidal cell connectivity reduced from 20 to 10%.
Further, at 5% O-LM—pyramidal cell connectivity, the
gamma power drops sharply to 1.6 mV2 Hz21 (Fig. 6C).

Because the baseline activity was seen to be significantly
altered when the O-LM—pyramidal cell connectivity was
reduced to 10%, a special condition was tested whereby the
external inputs were increased by eight times over and above
the already set increment of 1.9 times. This led to a depolari-
zation block of basket cells, a state where the basket cells are
not able to fire action potentials due to excessive drive from
the pyramidal cells, and the output local field potentials
showed a response characteristic of epileptic activity (Fig. 7).
The individual cell firing frequencies before depolarization
block of basket cells were 10.45 6 0.098 Hz for pyramidal cells,
44.2 6 0.24 Hz for basket cells and 11.52 6 0.07 Hz for O-LM
interneurons. After depolarization block of basket cells, the
firing rates were 19.09 6 0.09 Hz for pyramidal cells and
18.56 6 0.026 Hz for O-LM interneurons. These simulated epi-
leptic activities are comparable to published experimental results
[Cymerblit-Sabba and Schiller, 2012, Fig. 2, p. 1721—Ictal
Phase-I); Isaev et al., 2007; Fig. 6B-b (left panel), p. 216)].

TABLE 2.

Changes in Individual Cell Firing Frequencies, Theta and Gamma Frequencies in the Local Field Potential and the Changes in their Power

When Dendritic Inhibition Alone is Reduced

OLM-Pyr Wt Pyr (Hz) BC (Hz) O-LM (Hz)

Theta

freq (Hz)

Theta power

(mV2 Hz21)

Gamma

freq (Hz)

Gamma power

(mV2 Hz21)

1x 2.36 6 0.024 16.05 6 0.15 0.96 6 0.027 6.7 5.35 33.2 2.55

0.8x 2.43 6 0.026 15.96 6 0.16 0.98 6 0.028 6.7 4.6 33.85 1.18

0.6x 2.51 6 0.027 17.46 6 0.15 0.95 6 0.028 6.7 4.2 32.7 1.3

0.4x 2.62 6 0.03 18.56 6 0.16 0.95 6 0.026 6.7 4.1 32 3.7

0.2x 2.76 6 0.028 19.87 6 0.15 1.03 6 0.028 6.7 2.85 32 3.9

0.1x 2.87 6 0.03 21.62 6 0.15 1.18 6 0.03 6.7 1.45 31.5 4.2

0.05x 3.08 6 0.03 23.17 6 0.13 1.37 6 0.034 6.7 0.95 31.1 7.8

0x 4.19 6 0.04 30.98 6 0.07 2.7 6 0.034 0 0 32.4 8.7

As the OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity is reduced, the rate of firing of all the three neuron types increased. The theta frequency has remained constant at 6.7
Hz (except at 0% connectivity), the gamma frequency showed minor variations. With reduction in OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity, the theta power reduced
from 5.35 to 0 mV2 Hz21 while the gamma power increased from 2.55 to 8.7 mV2 Hz21.
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Scenario 3: effect of changes in connectivity at all
synapses in the network

We simulated two conditions in this scenario: O-LM inter-
neuron to pyramidal cell connectivity was first reduced to 50%
and then to 30% (70% impairment of dendritic inhibition).
The changes in the weights of connectivity between the cells
are shown in Figs. 2C,D, respectively.

With reduction in O-LM to pyramidal cell connectivity to
50% of the baseline, the firing rates for pyramidal, basket and
O-LM cells changed from baseline values to 1.93 6 0.022 Hz,

10.58 6 0.24 Hz, and 3.52 6 0.034 Hz, respectively. The theta
and gamma frequency components were 6.8 and 34.9 Hz,
respectively and their powers were 0.4 mv2 Hz21 and 0.36
mv2 Hz21 respectively. The baseline theta modulated gamma
oscillations were disrupted as basket cells lost synchrony with
other neurons in the network (Fig. 8).

When the OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity was reduced
to 30% (70% impairment of dendritic inhibition), with changes
in connectivity between other neurons (see Methods), the basket
cells entered depolarization block and the network activity
showed a pattern characteristic of epileptic activity (ictal-tonic)
as seen from the simulated local field potentials (Fig. 9A). The
corresponding raster plot is shown in Figure 9B. This is compa-
rable to published experimental results (Isaev et al., 2007;
Cymerblit-Sabba and Schiller, 2012). From Figure 10, it can be
noted that there was an increment in the inputs that are received
at the distal dendritic compartment of pyramidal cells.

As shown in Table 4, the firing rates for pyramidal, basket
and O-LM cells before entering depolarization block of basket
cells were 3.14 6 0.06 Hz, 13.9 6 0.39 Hz, and 11.6 6 0.11
Hz, respectively. The theta and gamma frequency components
were 10 and 32.65 Hz, respectively and their powers 0.175
and 0.0075 mv2 Hz21, respectively. After the depolarization
block of basket cells, the firing rates of pyramidal and OLM
cells more than doubled to 7.17 6 0.034 Hz and 23.8 6 0.054
Hz. The theta frequency remained at 10 Hz while its power
increased to 5.4 mv2 Hz21. Because the basket cells were inac-
tive, the gamma frequency power components were absent.

The effect of calcium-mediated potassium currents IKCa on
the bursting activity were studied since they could play a role
in burst termination via contribution to hyperpolarization. To
study this, we performed a set of simulations, changing the
conductance of calcium-mediated potassium currents, gIKCa. In
our model this parameter was applicable to OLM interneurons.
When gIKCa of OLM interneruons was reduced from 10 to 5
mS cm22 in scenario 3, while keeping the changes made in the
connectivity the same, it resulted in abolishing of the depolari-
zation block of basket cells, but the baseline activity was not
restored. Increasing this current conductance to 15 mS cm22

led to depolarization block of basket cells setting in at the
beginning of the simulation itself leading to ictal-tonic activity
that was observed earlier (which was about 1.3 s after the start
of the simulation).

DISCUSSION

We used a computer model to investigate how impairment
of dendritic inhibition of pyramidal neurons of the highly vul-
nerable CA3 subfield of hippocampus leads to hyperexcitability,
a characteristic feature of epileptic activity. The baseline activity
generated by the network was theta modulated gamma oscilla-
tions. The theta oscillations are significant in spatial navigation
and motor behaviour and gamma oscillations in learning,
memory encoding and retrieval. Though they are generated

FIGURE 4. (A) Changes in firing rate of individual cell types
with decrease in dendritic inhibition. The firing rates of all cells,
especially basket cells show marked increase when OLM-Pyr con-
nectivity lowers to 5%. (B) Changes in theta and gamma frequen-
cies with decrease in dendritic inhibition, and (C), changes in
theta and gamma power. In all figures x-axis shows the weight of
connection between OLM and Pyramidal cells (e.g., OLM-Pyr wt
0.4 means 40% of baseline). The error bars are not visible since
the range of error is extremely small compared to the values
generated.
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independently by different cell assemblies, they are observed to
co-occur in a synchronized manner in field potential records
(Colgin and Moser, 2010). In our work, impairment of dendri-
tic inhibition was simulated by reducing the strength of con-
nection between O-LM interneurons and pyramidal cells.

Model Assumptions and Observations

Three scenarios were simulated in our model to study
impaired dendritic inhibition that could lead to the generation
of epileptic activity. First was reducing dendritic inhibition to
the pyramidal cells without making any other changes in the

network. Second, the external excitatory inputs received at the
distal dendrites of pyramidal cells were increased assuming this
to be a consequence of reduced dendritic inhibition from the

FIGURE 5. Synchrony between the neuron types when
strength of OLM—Pyr connectivity is 10% (A), 5% (B), and 0%
(C). At 10% connectivity, all the cell types showed synchronous
activity; at 5% connectivity, BC starts to undergo desynchrony. At
0%, the basket cells show total lack of synchrony while, OLM and
Pyr cells still maintain synchronous activity since the Pyr to OLM
connection is unaffected.

FIGURE 6. Scenario 2, when the external inputs are increased
along with decrement in dendritic inhibition. (A), changes in the
firing rates of individual cell types. (B) and (C), changes in theta
and gamma frequencies and (C), changes in theta and gamma
power. The parameters seem to undergo notable change at 10%
connectivity between OLM and pyramidal cells. For details refer
text. In all figures the bottom line x-axis shows the weight of con-
nectivity between OLM and pyramidal cells (e.g., OLM-Pyr wt 0.4
means 40% of baseline) and top line x-axis shows the degree of
external inputs received by the pyramidal cells (e.g., 1.4 means
40% more than the baseline). The error bars are not visible since
the range of error is extremely small compared to the values
generated.
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OLM neurons. A linear relationship between reduced dendritic
inhibition and increased external excitatory inputs was assumed
for the purpose of the model since no supporting literature was
available as to how these two are related. Third, along with the
above changes in the second scenario, strength of connection
between the different neuron types was also modified. These
scenarios were separately simulated to study the response of the
network with step-wise changes in the input and connectivity
parameters and to determine to what extent of connectivity as
well as input changes, would lead to epileptic activity. Medial
Septal inputs were available to OLM interneurons and basket
cells in the network at every 150 ms in all the three scenarios.
These rhythmic inputs paced the theta oscillations in the base-
line network. Our study shows that the theta rhythm is resil-
ient to modifications in the network circuitry, partially due to
the strong pacing provided to the interneurons from the medial
septal inputs.

In the first scenario, where the dendritic inhibition caused
by the O-LM interneurons was reduced without making any
other changes in the network, the pyramidal cells were disin-
hibited and showed increased activity as evident from their
increased firing rates. This also resulted in increased activity of
basket cells and O-LM cells which receive inputs from pyrami-
dal cells. The increased activity of basket cells increased the
gamma power component while the decreased influence of O-
LM interneurons reduced the theta component in the LFP.
The overall network activity in the form of LFP showed dis-
ruption of baseline activity.

In the second scenario, changes were made to the external
inputs as received at the distal apical dendritic compartments
of the pyramidal cells. These are the excitatory inputs received
from extra-hippocampal areas, predominantly from entorhinal
cortex. The pyramidal cells showed an increase in their activity
as evidenced from their increased firing rates. The basket cells
being connected to pyramidal cells, also increased their activity

but to a lower extent when compared to the previous situation
(first scenario). This could be due to the increased mutual
GABAergic inhibition (Cutsuridis et al., 2010) of the basket
cells. On the other hand, the O-LM interneurons were much
more activated by the enhanced pyramidal cell output in com-
parison to the first scenario.

The reduction of O-LM to pyramidal cell connectivity to
10% takes on particular significance. This resulted in change in
frequency and power of the gamma oscillations. When the
connectivity was reduced from 20 to 10% the gamma fre-
quency increased from 33 Hz to ;38 Hz and the power
increased from 6.5 to 11.4 mV2 Hz21. This could be due to
tighter synchrony of the basket cells. When this connectivity
was further reduced and external inputs received by pyramidal
cells increased, the basket cells lost their synchrony and the
gamma power sharply dropped to 1.55 mV2 Hz21.

At 10% O-LM-pyramidal cell connectivity, when the exter-
nal excitatory inputs were increased to 15 times the baseline,
the basket cells entered into depolarization block. The overall
network response (LFP) showed an ictal-tonic pattern, a char-
acteristic feature of epileptic activity. It shows that at this con-
nectivity, a much higher input from extra-hippocampal regions
could trigger abnormal network activity. The main source of
external inputs to CA3 subfield of hippocampus is the entorhi-
nal cortex which in turn receives input from different cortical
areas (Amaral, 1993; Witter, 2007). Hence, higher inputs such
as visual or auditory stimuli could perhaps potentially trigger
hyperactivity in the vulnerable hippocampus (Manganotti
et al., 1998; Seddig and Vogt, 1999).

In the third scenario additional changes were assumed to
occur at synapses in the network. Because of decreased dendri-
tic inhibition, the external inputs received by the pyramidal
cells were increased. A recording from the distal apical dendri-
tic compartment of the pyramidal neurons confirms this
increase. Occasionally, the inputs received were so enhanced

TABLE 3.

Changes in Individual Cell Firing Frequencies, Theta and Gamma Frequencies in the Local Field Potential and the Changes in Their Power

When Dendritic Inhibition is Reduced and External Inputs Received by the Pyramidal Cells are Increased Simultaneously

OLM-Pyr Wt External Wt Pyr (Hz) BC (Hz) O-LM (Hz)

Theta

freq (Hz)

Theta power

(mV2 Hz21)

Gamma

freq (Hz)

Gamma

power (mV2 Hz21)

1x 1x 2.36 6 0.024 16.05 6 0.15 0.96 6 0.027 6.7 5.35 33.2 2.55

0.8x 1.2x 2.66 6 0.029 19.88 6 0.14 1.11 6 0.03 6.7 5.4 32.5 2.4

0.6x 1.4x 2.9 6 0.03 21.04 6 0.15 1.42 6 0.03 6.7 4.1 32.4 5.3

0.4x 1.6x 3.19 6 0.033 22.15 6 0.15 1.93 6 0.03 6.7 2.2 31.7 3.6

0.2x 1.8x 3.67 6 0.036 23.97 6 0.15 2.64 6 0.036 6.7 2 32.7 6.5

0.1x 1.9x 4.24 6 0.038 26.08 6 0.15 3.35 6 0.034 6.7 1.16 33.9 11.4

0.05x 1.95x 4.5 6 0.04 21.68 6 0.25 3.69 6 0.033 6.7 0.65 37.8 1.55

0x 2x 6.14 6 0.054 24.26 6 0.44 4.98 6 0.035 0 0 38.8 1.32

As the OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity is reduced along with increase in external inputs received by the pyramidal cells, the rate of firing of pyramidal and
OLM cells increased while that of basket cells showed an initial increase and then a decrease. While the theta frequency remained constant at 6.7 Hz (except at
0% connectivity), the gamma frequency varied from 33.2 Hz at 100% connectivity to 38.8 Hz at 0% connectivity. With reduction in OLM to pyramidal cell con-
nectivity, the theta power reduced from 5.35 to 0 mV2 Hz21 while the gamma power increased from 2.55 at 100% connectivity to 6.5 mV2 Hz21 at 20% con-
nectivity and then dropped to 1.32 mV2 Hz21 at 0% connectivity.
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that a short period of tetanic response was observed in these
records (Fig. 10). The high degree of mutually recurrent CA3
pyramidal cells drove the connected basket cells and O-LM
cells. The inhibitory inputs received by pyramidal neurons
from basket cells decreased since there was enhanced mutual
inhibition between the basket cells. This led to further disinhibi-
tion of pyramidal cells resulting in an overall increase in
excitatory activity in the network. The changes in connectivity
were such that excitatory responses were much higher than
inhibitory responses, effectively creating an excitation-inhibition
imbalance.

In this condition, where the O-LM—pyramidal cell connec-
tivity was reduced to 50% and changes made accordingly at
other synapses, there was a notable change in the network

activity. The basket cells were seen to lose complete synchrony
in the network. Presumably, the network activity had entered a
stage of transition to characteristic epileptic response. When
the O-LM—pyramidal cell connectivity was reduced to 30%
(70% impairment of dendritic inhibition), the basket cells
entered the state of depolarization block and a pattern charac-
teristic of ictal-tonic activity was observed in the LFP. Com-
pared to the first and second scenarios where only the O-
LM—pyramidal connectivity was changed, the third scenario
alone generated a characteristic pathological activity at a com-
paratively earlier stage, i.e., at 30% O-LM-Pyramidal connec-
tivity. The end result is comparable to the ictal activity that has
been reported in the literature (Isaev et al., 2007; Cymerblit-
Sabba and Schiller, 2012).

FIGURE 7. (A) Basket Cells (BC) enters depolarization block when the external inputs are
significantly increased (about 15 times the basline) at a reduced OLM-Pyr connectivity of 10%.
Consequently the LFP shows a characteristic ictal activity. The OLM and Pyramidal cells show
synchronous activity during this phase. (B) Raster Plot.
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Network Changes Leading to Epileptic Activity
Generation

When the dendritic inhibition alone was reduced, and no
changes were effected at any other synapse in the network (Sce-
nario 1), there was a change from the theta-modulated gamma
pattern at baseline to a full gamma pattern. In addition to this,
when we gradually increased the external excitatory inputs
received at the distal dendritic compartment of pyramidal cells
(Scenario 2), a notable change in the network response was
observed at 10% O-LM-Pyramidal cell connectivity. At the
point where the external excitatory inputs received by pyrami-
dal cells was increased to about 15 times the baseline, the bas-
ket cells entered a state of depolarization block due to the high
excitatory drive they received from the pyramidal cells. The
residual connectivity between the pyramidal and O-LM cells
generated a synchronous ictal activity pattern.

The depolarization block of basket cells was observed to
contribute to the ictal-tonic pattern of activity in the final set
of simulations where changes were effected across all synapses
in the network. The comparison of the firing rates of pyrami-
dal cells before and after depolarization block of basket cells in
the second scenario (10.45 6 0.098 Hz and 19.09 6 0.09 Hz)
and third scenario (3.14 6 0.06 Hz and 13.9 6 0.39 Hz) shows
an interesting fact. The firing rate of pyramidal cells after the
depolarization block of basket cells in the third scenario (where
overall network changes by varying the synaptic strengths at all
synapses were simulated), is less than the firing rate of pyrami-
dal cells in the second scenario (where only external inputs
were increased along with decrement in dendritic inhibition)

before the depolarization block of basket cells. The third sce-
nario refers to the plasticity that has occurred at connections
between all the neurons in the network. The second scenario
refers to the increased external inputs received by the pyramidal
cells without any other potentiation of activity between neu-
rons. It is also noted that in the third scenario, the depolariza-
tion block of basket cells sets in about 1.3 s after the start of
simulation while in the second scenario, it set in about 1.45 s
after the start of simulation. Hence, synaptic plasticity which
could include axonal and dendritic sprouting, have significant
contribution to pathological states like temporal lobe epilepsy.
Situations like traumatic brain injury and cerebral ischemia can
lead to loss or impairment of neuronal activity. Epileptic activ-
ity has been observed to be common in these incidents.

The enhancement of neuronal activity and hence potentiation
of network activity is observed in different models of epileptic
activity generation. Leite et al. (2005) describes many experi-
mental studies related to enhancement of synaptic strength lead-
ing to epileptic activity generation in the temporal lobe
including hippocampus. Similarly, McAllistair et al. (2000)
describes about the enhancement of activity in neuronal net-
works due to sprouting at dendrites which have implications in
epileptic activity generation. Cook and Bliss (2006) have dis-
cussed in their review article as to how enhancement of neuronal
connectivity (long-term potentiation) leads to epileptic activity
generation in the human central nervous system. Presumably,
the network changes in the brain occur at a gross level across
various neuronal circuits than at specific connections, leading to
faster generation of pathological states like epilepsy.

FIGURE 8. Scenario 3 with 50% OLM to Pyramidal connectivity (50% impairment of
dendritic inhibition). The basket cells are seen to show intermittent desynchrony with other
cell types while OLM and Pyramidal Cells show synchronous activity.
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Depolarization Block of Basket Cells

In our study, depolarization block of basket cells is the main
factor that leads to the pathological state in the CA3 network
for which a significant contributor is the enhanced activation
of pyramidal cells due to dendritic disinhibition. Basket cell
inactivation in neuronal networks could also lead to pathologi-
cal states. The basket cells entering into state of depolarization
block could be due to various reasons (Karlocai et al., 2014).
One reason is basket cell perisomatic organization which facili-
tates a much faster activation due to the increased activity of
pyramidal cells. Second, they receive a much higher synaptic
input from recurrently connected pyramidal cells. Third, K1

channel mediated hyperpolarizing currents and M-currents are
absent in basket cells. In the experimental work by Karlocai
et al. (2014), depolarization block of basket cells were observed
in three epileptogenic treatments—high extracellular potassium,

zero-magnesium, and addition of 4-amino-pyridine in hippo-

campal CA3 subfield. It was observed that the cell firing of

pyramidal cells and interneurons in the network increased dur-

ing these treatments which eventually led to depolarization

block of basket cells due to the high excitation received by

them as compared to other neurons in the network. The

dendrite-inhibiting interneurons and the pyramidal cells con-

tinued to fire after the basket cells entered depolarization

block.
Inactivation of basket cells occurring due to mossy cell loss

has been reported to lead to epileptic activity in studies on the
dentate gyrus network (Sloviter, 1991; Shang and Buckmaster,
2009). Here, the excitations received by basket cells are
reduced due to loss of mossy cells causing basket cells to be
dormant. However, the correctness of this concept termed the
dormant basket cell hypothesis is debated (Sloviter et al.,

FIGURE 9. Scenario 3 with 30% OLM to Pyramidal connectivity (70% impairment of
dendritic inhibition). (A) The basket cells are seen to enter a state of depolarization block and
consequently the LFP shows a characteristic ictal activity. The OLM and Pyramidal Cells con-
tinue to show synchronous activity. (B) Raster plot.
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2003). Basket cell dysfunction and hence reduced inhibition of
pyramidal cells due to deficient GABA release has been impli-
cated in psychological disorders like schizophrenia (Curley and
Lewis, 2012).

Depolarization block could be caused by various other fac-
tors and involvement of other neurons in the network. Studies
using 4-aminopyridine combined with low-magnesium model
of epilepsy showed that the epileptic activity in the hippocam-
pal CA1 network was caused by the depolarization block of O-
LM interneurons. Further inhibitory spike generation in these
neurons was suppressed leading to an ictal-like activity in the
network (Zyburkus et al., 2006).

High extracellular potassium combined with low extracellular
calcium can also lead to depolarization block in neuronal net-
works since low extracellular calcium enhances persistent sodium
currents in neurons (Su et al., 2001). The enhanced activity of
neurons leads to higher levels of extracellular potassium (Bikson
et al., 2003). This enhances reversal potentials of potassium cur-
rents and influences the conductance of hyperpolarization-
activated currents and persistent sodium currents further. The
study further shows that suppression of activity of pyramidal
cells led to the ictal activity pattern in the network. The above

mentioned studies show that the suppression of activity of neu-
rons other than basket cells could lead to the same pathological
state that we have observed in our simulations.

Comparison With Other Models

Models developed earlier have studied roles of specific cur-
rents and conductances in the generation of epileptic activity.
Moreover, there have been fewer computational models of CA3,
compared to that of CA1 subfield, though CA3 in many experi-
mental studies is the primary area of epileptiform activity gener-
ation in the temporal lobe. This relative lack of CA3 models is
probably due to the highly heterogeneous patterns of neuronal
connectivity within CA3 as well as lack of exact information
regarding the biophysical parameters. Usual attempts have been
to incorporate the parameter values applicable to CA1 neurons
and then modifying them to simulate the patterns observed
from CA3 experimentally (e.g., Lazarewicz et al., 2002). Our
model generates characteristic theta-modulated gamma oscilla-
tions as the baseline activity which is observed to undergo signif-
icant changes in activity when changes in network connectivity
and input conditions are simulated.

Many studies have attempted to explain how the excitation-
inhibition balance in neuronal networks leads to abnormal
activity patterns, a characteristic feature of pathological condi-
tions (Wittner et al., 2005; El-Hassar et al., 2007). Our work
shows that inhibitory activity is compromised in the network.
We have also been able to demonstrate that a particular extent
of impairment of inhibition makes the network hyperexcitable.
Changes in strength of connection (long term potentiation and
depression) are known to occur at synapses between various
neurons in networks. Our model shows that this causes hyper-
activity in the network at an earlier point in time, as compared
to other changes in the network. The strength of our study is
that with the proposed set of network changes, we were able to
simulate hyperactivity in the network which is comparable with
experimental results. We have also been able to demonstrate
and propose a threshold of connectivity changes that lead to
pathological activity.

Limitations and Future Work

In our study, we have used an accepted computational model
of CA3 network which successfully generates theta-modulated

FIGURE 10. Inputs received by the distal dendritic compart-
ment of a representative pyramidal neuron from external sources
at baseline connectivity, 50% OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity
(50% impairment of dendritic inhibition) and 30% OLM to
pyramidal cell connectivity (70% impairment of dendritic inhibi-
tion). The increase in the received inputs is clear from the figures,
especially at 30% OLM to pyramidal cell connectivity where it is
seen to lead to tetanic states intermittently at the distal dendritic
compartment.

TABLE 4.

Changes in Different Parameters With Changes in the Overall Network

OLM-Pyr connection Pyr (Hz) BC (Hz) OLM (Hz) Theta-freq (Hz)

Theta power

(mv2 Hz21)

Gamma

freq (Hz)

Gamma power

(mv2 Hz21)

1x 2.36 6 0.024 16.05 6 0.15 0.96 6 0.027 6.7 5.35 33.2 2.55

0.5 x 1.93 6 0.022 10.58 6 0.24 3.52 6 0.034 6.8 0.4 34.9 0.36

0.3 x (before DB) 3.14 6 0.06 13.9 6 0.39 11.6 6 0.11 10 0.175 32.65 0.0075

0.3 x (after DB) 7.17 6 0.034 0 23.8 6 0.054 10 5.4 0 0

When the basket cells enter depolarization block and stop firing, the gamma component reduces to zero.
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gamma oscillations as the baseline activity (Neymotin et al.,
2011). The individual neuron types in this model contain sev-
eral biophysical parameters which are comparable to those incor-
porated in models of other neurons and networks which display
normal physiology. A number of such models can be obtained
from ModelDB (https://senselab.med.yale.edu/modeldb). Adding
more biophysical parameters in these models including ours
could help to simulate the neurophysiology of the network in
much more detail.

Similar to other computational models, this work also has its
limitations. Though there are a number of experimental studies
on epileptic activity generation in different areas of the brain,
the exact mechanisms of epileptic activity generation or how a
network of neurons becomes epileptic is not understood. In this
work, we had to make assumptions as to how the external exci-
tatory inputs received by pyramidal neurons undergo changes
with stepwise decrement in dendritic inhibition. These along
with changes in network connectivity were tested systematically.

Our model takes into consideration two main inhibitory
mechanisms—somatic and dendritic through two prominent
set of neurons, the basket cells and OLM interneurons respec-
tively. Various other interneurons also are part of this anatomi-
cal network in vivo, which have not been included in the
model. Although pyramidal to OLM and pyramidal to basket
neuron synapses are facilitative and depressive, respectively
(e.g., Sylwestrak and Ghosh, 2012), the extra complexity of
these types of plasticity was left out in our model so that the
effects of modulating synaptic weights could be studied in a
more controlled setting.

Because hippocampal CA3 subfield plays a significant role in
learning, memory encoding and retrieval, cognitive processes,
and spatial navigation, the changes in the network could poten-
tially lead to impairment of these processes in an affected indi-
vidual. In the future, studies could be performed to quantify
the extent of impairment of dendritic inhibition and validate
whether and to what extent of impairment could lead to gener-
ation of abnormal activity. How the oscillation signals in the
network change in relation to network modifications in patho-
logical states could be another interesting area of research. A
significant future challenge is to devise methods to control the
epileptic activity generation. Our model suggests that therapies
designed to restore lost excitatory-inhibitory balance would be
particularly promising in reducing pathological dynamics.
Hence, the potential of computational studies combined with
future experiments is quite promising to advance our present
knowledge and develop therapeutic strategies for neurodegener-
ative disorders.
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